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Abstract

In this paper we propose a method for extending programming languages that enables the specification of timing properties of systems. The way time is treated is not language specific and the extension can therefore be included in many existing programming languages. The presented method includes a view on the system development process. An essential feature is that it enables the construction of (hard) real-time programs that may be proven correct independently of the properties of the machines that are used for their execution. It therefore provides a similar abstraction from the execution platform as is normal for non-real-time languages. The aim of this paper is to illustrate the method and demonstrate its applicability to actual real-time problems. To this end we define a simple programming language that includes the timing extension. We present a formal semantics for a characteristic part of the language constructs and apply formal methods to prove the correctness of a small example program. We consider in detail a larger example, namely the mine-pump problem known from the literature. We construct a real-time program for this problem and describe various ways to map the program to an implementation for different platforms.
1 Introduction

Including time in programming languages in a proper way, i.e. a way that is syntactically concise, semantically simple and that allows formal verification of programmed timing behavior, is a longstanding issue. If one considers current practice in programming of real-time systems and the languages that most frequently are being used there (e.g. Ada, C), it seems that this issue has not yet been satisfactorily resolved. This is in spite of the fact that much research has been devoted to this subject and at present a number of proposals for language constructs expressing real-time constraints exist, particularly in the realm of object-oriented programming languages and methods.

The interest in the combination of object orientation and real time stems from the current popularity of object-oriented languages in non-real-time programming and should not be taken as a sign that a proper approach has already been found for non object-oriented languages. We think that that is not the case and that the lack of a sound basis for real-time programming causes programming languages to evolve without a co-evolution in possible real-time extensions. Object orientation places particular emphasis on compositability and reusability of program components. These principles are also important in the construction of real-time software and must be taken into consideration in the search for proper real-time constructs. However, apart from that, object orientation and real-time issues are largely independent and should be considered separately.

The real-time programming approach presented in this paper has first been introduced in the object-oriented programming language Deal that was developed in the context of the Dependable Distributed Operating System (Dedos) project at Eindhoven University [13]. In the present paper we do not use Deal. Instead we introduce a simple concurrent language that is augmented with timing constructs. We do this for the following reasons: (1) the timing extensions that we will discuss are more generally applicable, and (2) we want to provide insight in the basic ideas underpinning our approach to real-time programming without the danger of creating confusion with typical object-oriented issues and (3) it is easier to give a formal semantics for this simple language. Object-oriented languages are in general more complex and some problems with making such languages concurrent, such as inheritance anomalies [21], are still being discussed. A well-defined semantics is needed in this present context to be able to demonstrate that correctness of real-time programs can be established independent of the execution platform.

2 Composability and reusability of real-time programs

It is generally recognized that problem decomposition and stepwise refinement [25, 9] are important programming strategies. When only functional aspects of programs are considered, there are no major problems in applying these strategies: the functional behavior of a component can be made to depend strictly on the explicitly declared interfaces offered by others. Thus, based on the interface properties, functionality can be combined to form more complex behavior. This compositability property is essential to enable software reuse and the efficient construction of complex systems. In contrast, if one considers timing behavior of a program component, implementation details of other, concurrently executing components may become important. e.g. in a multitasking system the time required to complete a certain computation is sensitive to claims on the processor(s) made by other program parts that solve completely independent concerns. We will refer to these other program parts as the context. The hidden coupling, i.e. coupling that is not explicitly on the interface between components, is called context dependence here. Thus, timing aspects of a program or program part, in particular execution durations, may be context dependent. In addition timing behavior usually depends on the execution platform. A platform is characterized by the processor types, their configuration, and the operating system with its execution protocol.

Non-real-time programming approaches provide a context and platform independent way of describing algorithms. That is, the design decisions and the resulting program are not influenced by details of context and execution platform but solely depend on the specification of the system or subsystem that is to be constructed. This abstraction from platform and context, which is so
typical in non-real-time, is also desired for real-time problems. It is a prerequisite for composability and reusability.

We distinguish two types of context and platform dependencies: (1) those that can be explicitly identified in the program text (2) those that implicitly influence program design.

An example of first type are hard coded process priorities. Priorities are selected relative to other, functionally independent processes (context), and also depend on the employed scheduling regime (platform). Another example is the selection of commensurable periods of control loops that are functionally independent but are included to obtain a program that is schedulable offline. If independent program parts are combined in other ways, frequencies must be reconsidered and possibly changed. Also, if one considers the present practice in distributed (fault-tolerant) algorithms, which often also must satisfy timing constraints, one observes that the solutions are usually very much tuned to a particular property of the platform (such as lock step synchrony). To understand an algorithm or to prove its correctness the platform properties must be made explicit and described separately. It is not sufficient to consider just the algorithm to prove that the specification is satisfied.

An example of implicit dependencies (e.g. dependencies introduced through a programming approach) is the realization of timing constraint of a program by introducing additional constraints (i.e. constraints that do not follow directly from the specification) on execution durations of subprograms. The latter constraints can often only be sensibly chosen if the programmer has some information available about the platform and such constraints will restrict the number of platforms or platform configurations that can properly execute the program.

3 Platform-independent real-time programming

The real-time programming approach described in this paper offers a solution to the previously mentioned problems. In particular, the approach has the following properties:

- Timing and functional aspects are integrated in one language;
- Program semantics is context and platform independent;
- It yields composability and enables abstraction and stepwise refinement of timing behavior;
- Correctness of a program or a program part can be formally established.

To obtain these properties we distinguish two phases in real-time software development: (1) a completely platform independent programming phase, and (2) a system generation phase where all platform and context dependencies are addressed. The platform independence in the programming phase is achieved by extending the programming language with timing annotations that enable the specification of timing behavior without describing the implementation. With the timing annotation it is possible to limit the programmed timing constraints to those ones that are implied by the problem specification. No additional constraints need to be programmed to "implement" the timing specification.

In the system generation phase it must be established that the program can be realized on the selected platform, i.e. that the platform is powerful enough to satisfy the timing constraints that are expressed in the program. In addition mechanisms must be offered by the platform to implement the expressed behavior. This usually comes down to scheduling the application appropriately. The main difference between such a system generation phase and the compilation step in non-real-time system development is the possibility for the system generator to conclude that no implementation can be found for the selected platform, (i.e. a feasible schedule cannot be found).

Thus, the listed properties are obtained through a number of measures on three different but interdependent aspects of software development:

1. the development strategy: the strict separation of concerns during the programming phase and the platform dependent implementation phase,
2. the programming style: prescriptions on how the timing annotation should be employed, for instance avoiding the introduction of constraints that are not implied by the specification,

3. the programming language: i.e. the syntax of the timing extensions.

It is important to note that software components can be programmed independently. Their behavior, including the timing behavior, is constrained only by the specification of the problem or sub-problem they address. Verifying system behavior is split into two distinct activities corresponding to the two phases: (1) Establishing program correctness against the functional as well as the timing specification, possibly separately for each component. This provides a result independent of the context and the platform. (2) Establishing the existence of a feasible and correct schedule (i.e., one that satisfies the constraints expressed in the program) to execute the system components in composition on a specified platform. If step (2) fails the software designer can change the platform or change the program. Naturally, the change in the program should be confined to using more efficient algorithms (with lower computational complexity), or finer grained concurrency, in a way that keeps platform considerations out of the program design. (Concurrency optimizations can also be done automatically during system generation, thus avoiding the danger of introducing concurrency that is not strictly inspired by the specification of the real-time problem that is being solved [24].) The hope is that the envisaged system generation can be automated to a large extent. Real-time system-development tool kits that are presently available justify such hope.

The main purpose of this paper is to illustrate our approach by an example, show its practical implications and argue for its feasibility. For these purposes we introduce a simple programming language and use a simple example application known from the literature, the "mine pump" system. First we describe the language and its semantics, motivate the language design choices and show how verification of programs can be carried out (sections 4 to 5). Next we give an informal specification of the mine pump problem (sections 6 to 7). We provide a program that constitutes a solution to this problem (sections 8 to 9), and describe how it can be implemented on various platforms through a system generation step (sections 10 to 12). After that we will discuss our approach and compare it with various other proposals for including timing constraints in programming languages (section 13 to 14).

4 A simple parallel programming language

Gligor and Luckenbaugh [10] have published general requirements that should be met by methods for the construction of real-time systems. They divided these requirements into four groups, two of which are of particular interest to real-time and two are more general:

1. Control requirements
2. Timing requirements
3. Distributed systems requirements
4. "Good programming" requirements

Because we focus on constructs for expressing timing constraints only item (2) and (4) are relevant in the present context.

Concerning item (2) Gligor and Luckenbaugh do not say more about language constructs, than that they must enable the programmer to specify desired response time and specify strict upper bounds on the number of executions of all loops and program paths. Indeed, the most common requirements on real-time systems, which are at the same time most difficult to guarantee, are hard deadlines for programmed responses on external stimuli. However, in addition to deadlines, there are other timing requirements on systems which are less difficult to guarantee, but must also be taken into account when writing a program, e.g., the requirement that a particular response should take place after a certain time. A real-time programming language should deal with all
timing aspects in a syntactically uniform and concise manner. This latter requirement falls in category (4), for which [10] describes the following requirements:

- The number of language primitives should be kept small.
- The primitives should be orthogonal (i.e., two or more primitives should not duplicate functionality).
- The principle of "separation of concerns" should be followed in designing the language primitives (e.g., avoid primitives like the Monitor construct which combines synchronization, communication and data abstraction).1
- Each primitive should have a simple semantics definable by Hoare-like axioms or Mills' functions.
- Each primitive and each statement must have a formal definition.

In section 13 we will evaluate our language extension with respect to these requirements.

4.1 Syntax

Our starting point is a normal imperative concurrent programming language with asynchronous message passing along channels. We add an annotation to statements which contains timing information expressed using timing variables. We also introduce special device variables which enable communication with devices. Let VAR be a nonempty set of program variables, RTVAR be a nonempty set of timing variables, DEV be a nonempty set of device variables, CHAN be a nonempty set of channel names, and CONST be a domain of constants. The variables in VAR are all local (no global variables exist in this language).

The syntax of our programming language is given in table 1, with $n \in \mathbb{N}$, $x, x_1, \ldots, x_n \in VAR$, $m, m_1, \ldots, m_n \in RTVAR$, $d, d_1, \ldots, d_n \in DEV$, $c, c_1, \ldots, c_n \in CHAN$, $\mu \in CONST$, and $R$ a binary relation symbol (such as $=$, $<$, etc).

| Value Expression | $e ::= \mu | x | e_1 + e_2 | e_1 - e_2 | e_1 \times e_2$ |
|------------------|---------------------------------------------------|
| Boolean Expression | $b ::= e_1 = e_2 | e_1 < e_2 | \text{not } b | b_1 \text{ or } b_2 | b_1 \text{ and } b_2$ |
| Moment Expression | $me ::= \mu | m | (me) | me_1 + me_2 | me_1 - me_2 | me_1 \times me_2$ |
| Timing Annotation | $TA ::= m := me | ?m | R me | TA_1 ; TA_2$ |
| Primitive Statement | $PS ::= \text{skip} | x := e | \text{in}(d, x) | \text{out}(d, e)$ |
| Statement | $S ::= PS | PS[TA] | \text{send}(c, e, [!me]) | \text{receive}(c, x, [?m]) | \text{flush}(c) | \text{if } b \text{ then } S_1 \text{ else } S_2 \text{ fi} | \text{while } b \text{ do } S \text{ od} | \text{select } \text{receive}(c_1, x_1, [?m_1]) \text{ do } S_1 \text{ od} | \text{or } \text{receive}(c_2, x_2, [?m_2]) \text{ do } S_2 \text{ od} \ldots | \text{or } \text{receive}(c_n, x_n, [?m_n]) \text{ do } S_n \text{ od} \text{ endselect} | S_1 ; S_2$ |
| Process | $P ::= S | P_1 || P_2$ |

Table 1: Syntax of the Parallel Programming Language

---

1 Interestingly enough, exactly this kind of mixing of concerns is what results in the phenomenon of concurrency anomalies in object oriented languages.
4.2 Informal semantics

For programs without timing annotations we use the conventional untimed semantics in which no assumptions are made about the speed of actions. Timing annotations are used to restrict the set of possible behaviors and they can be seen as constraints on the implementation/scheduler. Since there is no notion of platform in the programming phase, the definition of time units is provided by the problem domain. Therefore, we describe the timing behavior of a program from the viewpoint of an external observer with his own clock. Thus, although parallel components of a system might have their own, physical, local clock, the observable behavior of a system is described in terms of a single, conceptual, global clock. Since this global notion of time is not incorporated in the distributed system itself, it does not impose any synchronization upon processes. In this paper we use the non-negative reals as our (dense) time domain: 

\[ \text{TIME} = \{ \tau \in \mathbb{R} | \tau \geq 0 \} \]

All times are taken relative to the start of the program, taken at time 0.

Informally, the statements of our programming language have the following meaning, using \( \equiv \) to denote syntactic equality.

- **skip** has no effect, i.e. does not change any of the variables.
- **Assignment** \( x := e \) assigns the value of expression \( e \) to the variable \( x \).
- **in(d, x)** denotes reading a device variable (register) \( d \) and assigning the obtained value to the variable \( x \).
- **out(d, e)** denotes writing the value of expression \( e \) into the device register \( d \).

To describe the meaning of an annotated primitive statement \( PS[T_A] \) we first define the **execution moment** of a primitive statement \( PS \), denoted by \( \text{em}(PS) \). The execution moment of \( PS \) is a point in time between (or possibly at) the start and the termination time of \( PS \). It usually corresponds to the moment at which the state change that is the result of the statement is effectuated. \( PS[T_A] \) has the following meaning:

- If \( T_A \equiv m := me \) then the value of the moment expression \( me \) is assigned to \( m \). This is called a timing assignment.
- If \( T_A \equiv ?m \) then the execution moment of statement \( PS \), \( \text{em}(PS) \), is assigned to \( m \). This is called a time measurement.
- Henceforth we identify relation symbol \( R \) and its interpretation. If \( T_A \equiv R \) then we have \( \text{em}(PS) R me \). This is called a timing requirement.
- If \( T_A \equiv T_A_1 ; T_A_2 \) then we have the sequentially combined effect of \( T_A_1 \) and \( T_A_2 \). (If this leads to \( false \) the timing constraint can never be satisfied and an implementation of the program cannot be constructed. For instance \( \text{skip}[<5;>5] \) has an unsatisfiable constraint.)

Thus, we have three types of statements in the annotation: (1) timing assignments, that enable the manipulation of timing variables (2) time measurements which can be used to record the execution moment of the annotated program statement, (3) timing requirements, which expresses a timing constraint on the execution moment of the annotated statement.

- **send(c, e, ![me])** denotes an asynchronous send action, that is, the value \( e \) is transmitted along channel \( c \). Further, moment expression \( me \) is communicated to the receiver (conceptually, i.e., this need not be implemented). We assume that messages are stored in an infinite FIFO buffer.

- **receive(c, x, ![m])** denotes a receive action which receives a value from channel \( c \), namely the first available message in the FIFO buffer of this channel, and assigns this value to \( x \). Further a timing value is received (conceptually) and assigned to \( m \). This statements waits until a message is available.
• \textit{flush(c)} denotes an action by which all messages in the buffer of channel \(c\) are removed and discarded.

• \textbf{if} \(b\) \textbf{then} \(S_1\) \textbf{else} \(S_2\) \textbf{fi} denotes the usual conditional choice construct.

• \textbf{while} \(b\) \textbf{do} \(S\) \textbf{od}, the traditional while statement.

• \textbf{select} \(\textit{receive}(c_1, x_1, [?m_1])\) \textbf{do} \(S_1\) \textbf{od}
  \begin{aligned}
  \text{or} & \textbf{receive}(c_2, x_2, [?m_2]) \textbf{do} \(S_2\) \textbf{od} \\
  \text{...} & \textbf{or} \textbf{receive}(c_n, x_n, [?m_n]) \textbf{do} \(S_n\) \textbf{od}
  \end{aligned}
\textbf{endselect}

is a select statement. This statement waits until a message is available on one of the channels \(c_1, \ldots, c_n\). Then a channel on which a message is available is selected, the message is received, and the corresponding statement is executed. The selection of the channel along which a message is received is non-deterministic, with the restriction that it should be fair. That is, if there is a message in the FIFO queue of a channel, then this message should be received eventually.

• \(S_1 ; S_2\) indicates sequential composition.

• \(P_1 \parallel P_2\) denotes parallel composition of processes \(P_1\) and \(P_2\).

We use \textbf{if} \(b\) \textbf{then} \(S\) \textbf{fi} as an abbreviation of \textbf{if} \(b\) \textbf{then} \(S\) \textbf{else} \textbf{skip} \textbf{fi} and \([TA]\) as an abbreviation of \textbf{skip} \([TA]\). For a send action we use \textbf{send}(\(c, e\), \([!me]\)) and \textbf{send}(\(c\)) if moment expression and/or value expression are irrelevant. Similarly, we use \textbf{receive}(\(c, x\), \([?m]\)), \textbf{receive}(\(c, [?m]\)), and \textbf{receive}(\(c\)). In the following we will treat the constant \textit{true} as a boolean expression, so that we can write \textbf{while} \textit{true} \textbf{do}, to denote a non-terminating repetition.

Given a particular program, all execution traces are allowed that satisfy the specified timing constraints. Also we assume progress and finite variability, i.e. each message will ultimately arrive and any finite amount of progress in the program's execution will happen within a finite amount of time. Apart from this nothing is known about progress of statement execution or time required for the delivery of messages. If a program has passed a feasibility test for the execution platform at hand, which implies that the platform can implement the program, it is guaranteed that the execution mechanism satisfies the semantics of the program including the assumed liveness property.

To solve a real-time programming problem, it is normally not necessary for the programmer to fix or consider the execution moment or duration of every statement in the program. Almost always requirements only exist for the execution moment of statements that are related to some (observable) external event. Hence, the timing annotations, usually, only refer to execution moments of a few relevant statements. There is no need to explicitly consider the execution duration of all statements in between: this can be deferred to the system generation phase.

4.3 Syntactic restrictions

Programs should satisfy the following syntactic restrictions

• Channels connect two processes, that is, for a given channel \(c\) at most one parallel process may contain statements of the form \textbf{send}(\(c, e\), \([!me]\)) and at most one other process may contain statements of the form \textbf{receive}(\(c, x\), \([?m]\)).

• Processes cannot share variables, i.e., for a (sub)program \(P_1 \parallel P_2\) a variable \(x\) may not occur in both \(P_1\) and \(P_2\). We sometimes use variables with the same name in different processes. It is always assumed that such variables can be distinguished for instance by labeling them with the process name in which they are used. In the following we will list variable names for each process. Constants are global and their names may appear anywhere in the program, they are given by the set \(\textit{const} \subset \textit{CONST}\). The variables used in a program \(P\) are given by the sets \(\textit{var}(P) \subset \textit{VAR}\), \(\textit{rtvar}(P) \subset \textit{RTVAR}\) and \(\textit{dev}(P) \subset \textit{DEV}\).
Expressions in the annotations are syntactically isolated from the rest of the program by using square brackets. We distinguish time domain variables (variables used in between square brackets, RTVAR) and program domain variables (variables used outside the brackets: the other variable sets). The scope of variables is restricted to one domain only.

The reasons for the last syntactic restriction are twofold. First, separability of real-time constraints and functional aspects is achieved this way. Second, it becomes syntactically impossible to introduce data dependencies in the timing requirements, i.e. values of variables in the program domain cannot be used to formulate timing constraints. Only time measurements, i.e. observations of the execution moments of statements, yield new values for time domain variables that can be used in timing constraints. This feature enables the static (off-line) analysis of timing constraints which is required to prove correctness and to construct off-line schedules that satisfy the constraints.

5 Formal verification of time-annotated programs

In a couple of steps, we illustrate how formal verification of time annotated programs can be carried out. We present a formal, axiomatic, semantics of (part of) the language by formulating proof system which express when a program satisfies a certain specification. First the specifications are introduced, using an extended and modified version of Hoare triples (program, precondition, postcondition), similar to [14]. Next the proof system is given by formulation a set of compositional rules and axioms. Compositionality implies that one can reason with the specifications of components without knowing their program text. Program verification is illustrated by a small example of a water level control program. We give the top-level specification of this example and refine it towards an implementation. The correctness proof of the resulting program will be outlined. Details of the proof are given in appendix A. This example will be relevant in the full mine-pump problem that will be considered in the next sections. A number of program design decisions that will be taken there can be better understood after this section.

5.1 Specifications

Specifications have the form $\langle A \land \text{term} \rangle \ S \ \langle C \rangle$ where $A$ is an assertion called assumption, $S$ a program, and $C$ an assertion called commitment. In the assertions we use program variables, such as $x$, $y$, etc., and two special variables $\text{em}$ and $\text{term}$. These terms are only used for local reasoning of a sequential program and are not part of the external interface of a component. They have the following meaning.

- In $A$, $x$ represents the value of program variable $x$ in the state before the execution of $S$. If $S$ terminates, then in $C$ it represents the value of $x$ in the final state of $S$.
- $\text{em}$ denotes the execution moment; in $A$ the execution moment of the statement preceding $S$ (0 if there is no such statement) and in $C$ the execution moment of the last executed primitive statement of $S$.
- $\text{term}$ is a boolean variable denoting termination; in $A$ termination of the statement preceding $S$ (true if there is no such statement) and in $C$ it denotes whether $S$ terminates.

In addition to these terms for sequential reasoning, components usually have an external interface, that is, a set of externally observable events. Since we deal with real-time systems, the timing of these events is important. Further we can introduce axioms to express the assumptions about the relation between sending and receiving. A description of these axioms is not needed for the example that we present and is outside the scope of the current paper.

In addition to message passing, the programming language offers device registers for components to communicate with their environment. A device register can either be set by the environment or be set by the process, but not both. In the former case the state of the environment will be reflected in the value obtained by a read action, in the latter the program will determine the state of the device. The following primitives are added to the assertion language.
• *read*(\(d, v\)) at \(t\) to express that value \(v\) is read from \(d\) at time \(t\), and
• *set*(\(d, v\)) at \(t\) to express that \(d\) is set to value \(v\) at time \(t\).

To abstract from read or written values, two abbreviations are introduced.

• *read*(\(d\)) at \(t\) \(\equiv \exists v : \text{*read*(\(d, v\)) at \(t\)}\)
• *set*(\(d\)) at \(t\) \(\equiv \exists v : \text{*set*(\(d, v\)) at \(t\)}\)

Further we introduce the notation

• \(d(t)\) to represent the value of register \(d\) at time \(t\).

Henceforth, frequently \((d = v)\) at \(t\) is used as another notation for \(d(t) = v\). For a predicate \(P\) at \(t\) and a set (usually an interval) \(I \subseteq \text{TIME}\), we use the abbreviations

• \(P\) during \(I\) \(\equiv \forall t \in I : P\) at \(t\),
• \(P\) in \(I\) \(\equiv \exists t \in I : P\) at \(t\).

The next axiom expresses that the value read corresponds to the actual value of the device register, \(d\):

\[\text{read}(d, v)\text{ at } t \rightarrow d(t) = v\] \hspace{1cm} (READAX)

Further, if a process writes a device register \(d\), the value of \(d\) equals the last written value (or the initial value at 0), that is,

\[d(t) = v \iff (\exists t_0 \leq t : \text{set}(d, v)\text{ at } t_0 \land \neg\text{set}(d)\text{ during } (t_0, t) \lor (v = d(0) \land \neg\text{set}(d)\text{ during } [0, t]))\] \hspace{1cm} (SETAX)

We postulate that at most one value is written at any point in time.

\[\text{set}(d, v_1)\text{ at } t \land \text{set}(d, v_2)\text{ at } t \rightarrow v_1 = v_2\] \hspace{1cm} (UNIQUEAX)

Finally, only a finite number of write actions can be performed in a finite amount of time such that there always is a last write in any finite period \(I\).

\[\text{set}(d)\text{ in } I \rightarrow \exists t \in I : \text{set}(d)\text{ at } t \land (\neg\text{set}(d)\text{ during } [t_0, t])\] \hspace{1cm} (FINITEAX)

5.1.1 Examples Specifications

First a simple example:

\[\langle x = 4 \land \text{em} = 5 \land \text{read}(d_1, 2)\text{ at } 3 \rangle\]

\[\text{out}(d_2, x + 2)\]

\[\langle x = 4 \land \text{em} > 5 \land \text{read}(d_1, 2)\text{ at } 3 \land \text{set}(d_2, 6)\text{ at em} \rangle.\]

We can generalize specifications by using logical variables. For instance,

\[\langle x = v \land \text{em} = t \land \text{read}(d_1, 2)\text{ at } 3 \rangle\]

\[\text{out}(d_2, x + 2)\]

\[\langle x = v \land \text{em} > t \land \text{read}(d_1, 2)\text{ at } 3 \land \text{set}(d_2, v + 2)\text{ at em} \rangle.\]

The following program never terminates, but sets \(d\) infinitely often.

\[\langle \text{em} = 0 \rangle\text{ while true do } \text{out}(d, 0) \od \langle \neg\text{term} \land \forall t_1 : \exists t > t_1 : \text{set}(d)\text{ at } t \rangle.\]

Termination might also depend on a value read.

\[\langle \text{em} = 0 \land x = 1 \rangle\]

\[\text{while not}(x = 0)\text{ do } \text{in}(d_1, x) ; \text{out}(d_2, x + 1) \od \]

\[\langle \forall t, t_1 : \text{read}(d_1, v)\text{ at } t_1 \rightarrow \exists t_2 \geq t_1 : \text{set}(d_2, v + 1)\text{ at } t_2 \land \]

\[((\exists t : \text{read}(d_1, 0)\text{ at } t \land \text{term}) \lor (\forall t : \neg\text{read}(d_1, 0)\text{ at } t \land \neg\text{term}))))\].
5.2 Proof system

We briefly present the rules and axioms for our programming language and refer to [14] for more explanation. First in section 5.2.1 we axiomatize the programming language by giving rules and axioms for the primitive statements and the compound programming constructs. Next we give in section 5.2.2 rules and axioms that are generally applicable to any statement. We assume that all logical variables which are introduced in the rules are fresh.

5.2.1 Axiomatization of Programming Constructs

Let $A[exp/x]$ denote the assertion obtained by substituting expression $exp$ for all free occurrences of variable $x$.

**Rule 5.1 (Skip)**

$$A[t_0/em] \land term \land em \geq t_0 \rightarrow C$$

$$\frac{}{\langle A \land term \rangle \ \text{skip} \ \langle C \rangle}$$

As mentioned above we assume that $t_0$ does not occur free in $C$. Note that execution of the skip statement may take 0 time (it is possible that $em = t_0$). An equivalent formulation is:

$$\langle \forall t \geq em : C[t/em] \land term \rangle \ \text{skip} \ \langle C \rangle$$

Similarly, rules for assignment and access to device registers are formulated.

**Rule 5.2 (Assignment)**

$$A[t_0/em, v/x] \land term \land x = e[v/x] \land em \geq t_0 \rightarrow C$$

$$\frac{}{\langle A \land term \rangle \ x := e \ \langle C \rangle}$$

An equivalent formulation for this rule is:

$$\langle \forall t \geq em : C[e/x, t/em] \land term \rangle \ x := e \ \langle C \rangle$$

**Rule 5.3 (Read)**

$$A[t_0/em, v/x] \land term \land \text{read}(d, x) \ \text{at} \ em \ \land (\neg \text{read}(d)) \ \text{during} \ (t_0, em) \land em > t_0 \rightarrow C$$

$$\frac{}{\langle A \land term \rangle \ \text{in}(d, x) \ \langle C \rangle}$$

Remember that $x$ is a local variable (syntactic constraint).

Note that in rules above and below, $em > t_0$ has been used instead of $em \geq t_0$ to express that these statements take some time.

**Rule 5.4 (Set)**

$$A[t_0/em, v/x] \land term \land \text{set}(d, e) \ \text{at} \ em \ \land (\neg \text{set}(d)) \ \text{during} \ (t_0, em) \land em > t_0 \rightarrow C$$

$$\frac{}{\langle A \land term \rangle \ \text{out}(d, e) \ \langle C \rangle}$$

which holds because $e$ does not contain global variables (syntactic constraint).

Next follow some rules for the statements that influence flow-of-control.

**Rule 5.5 (If-then-else)**

$$\langle A \land b \rangle \ S_1 \ \langle C \rangle, \ \langle A \land \neg b \rangle \ S_2 \ \langle C \rangle$$

$$\frac{}{\langle A \rangle \ \text{if} \ b \ \text{then} \ S_1 \ \text{else} \ S_2 \ \text{fi} \ \langle C \rangle}$$

**Rule 5.6 (If-then)**

$$\langle A \land b \rangle \ S \ \langle C \rangle$$

$$\frac{}{\langle A \rangle \ \text{if} \ b \ \text{then} \ S \ \text{fi} \ \langle C \rangle}$$

**Rule 5.7 (While)**

$$\langle I \land \text{term} \land b \rangle \ S \ \langle I \rangle,$$

$$\forall t_1 \exists t_2 : I[t_2/em] \rightarrow I_1, \ \text{loc}(I_1) = \emptyset, \ \text{term} \ \text{does not occur in} \ I_1$$

$$\frac{}{\langle I \land \text{term} \rangle \ \text{while} \ b \ \text{do} \ S \ \text{od} \ \langle (I \land \text{term} \land \neg b) \lor (I \land \neg \text{term}) \lor (I_1 \land \neg \text{term}) \rangle}$$
The rule for the while statement with a true boolean guard immediately follows from this.

Rule 5.8 (While true)

\[
\langle I \land \text{term} \rangle \xrightarrow{\langle I \rangle} \langle \text{term} \rangle
\]

\[
\forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 : I[t_2/\text{em}] \rightarrow I_1, \quad \text{loc}(I_1) = \emptyset, \quad \text{term does not occur in } I_1
\]

\[
\langle I \land \text{term} \rangle \text{ while true do } S \od \langle (I \land \neg \text{term} ) \lor ( I_1 \land \neg \text{term} ) \rangle
\]

Note that there are two cases here: either \( I \) includes termination of \( S \) and the commitment reduces to \( I_1 \land \neg \text{term} \) or \( I \) does not state termination of \( S \) and the commitment reduces to \( \neg \text{term} \land ( I \lor I_1 ) \).

Finally we consider sequential composition.

Rule 5.9 (Sequential Composition)

\[
\frac{\langle A \rangle \quad \langle S \rangle \quad \langle B \rangle \quad \langle C \rangle}{\langle A \rangle \cdot \langle S \rangle \cdot \langle B \rangle \cdot \langle C \rangle}
\]

Next a few rules to reason about timing annotations. Since a timing annotations is not a statement (recall that the statement \([ TA \]) is an abbreviation of \( \text{skip}[ TA ] \)), we introduce some auxiliary notation. For a timing annotation we use \( \langle \langle A \rangle \rangle [ TA ] \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle \).

Axiom 5.1 (Timing Assignment)

\[
\langle \langle C[m/e/m] \rangle \rangle \quad [ m := \text{me} ] \quad \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle
\]

Axiom 5.2 (Time Measurement)

\[
\langle \langle C[m/e/m] \rangle \rangle \quad [ ?m ] \quad \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle
\]

Axiom 5.3 (Timing Requirement)

\[
\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle [ R \text{me} ] \quad \langle \langle A \land \text{em Rme} \rangle \rangle
\]

Rule 5.10 (Timing Annotation Sequential Composition)

\[
\frac{\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle [ TA_1 ] \langle \langle B \rangle \rangle \quad \langle \langle B \rangle \rangle [ TA_2 ] \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle}{\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle [ TA_1 ; TA_2 ] \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle}
\]

Rule 5.11 (Timing Annotation Introduction)

\[
\frac{\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle S \langle \langle B \rangle \rangle \quad \langle \langle B \rangle \rangle [ TA ] \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle}{\langle \langle A \rangle \rangle S[ TA ] \langle \langle C \rangle \rangle}
\]

With these rules we can derive, for instance, formulae of the form

\[
\langle \langle \text{term} \rangle \rangle S_1[ ?m_2 ] \quad S_2[ ?m_1 ] \quad \text{if } b \text{ then } S_3[ \leq m_2 + \delta_1 ] \quad \text{else } S_4[ \leq m_2 + \delta_2 ] \quad \text{fi}
\]

\[
\langle \langle \text{term} \rangle \rangle \langle \langle \text{term} \rangle \rangle \rightarrow 3 \delta \geq 0 : \text{me} \leq t_0 + \delta
\]

5.2.2 General Rules and Axioms

The proof system contains several general rules. We only list the rules pertaining to the particulars of our real-time language, and refer to [14] for other rules. The first axiom expresses that a terminating program takes only a finite amount of time.

Axiom 5.4 (Finite Time)

\[
\langle \langle \text{term} = t_0 \land \text{term} \rangle \rangle S \langle \langle \text{term} \rightarrow 3 \delta \geq 0 : \text{me} \leq t_0 + \delta \rangle
\]

For a statement \( S \), let \( \text{write}(S) \) be the set of shared variables that might be set by \( S \), i.e. the set of variables \( d \) such that \( \text{out}(d, e) \) occurs in \( S \). Similarly, \( \text{read}(S) \) is the set of shared variables that might be read by \( S \), i.e. the set of variables \( d \) such that \( \text{in}(d, x) \) occurs in \( S \).

Axiom 5.5 (Read Invariance)

\[
\langle \langle \text{term} = t_0 \rangle \rangle S \langle \langle \neg \text{read}(d) \rangle \rangle \langle \langle t_0, \text{em} \rangle \rangle
\]

provided \( d \notin \text{read}(S) \).

Axiom 5.6 (Write Invariance)

\[
\langle \langle \text{term} = t_0 \rangle \rangle S \langle \langle \neg \text{set}(d) \rangle \rangle \langle \langle t_0, \text{em} \rangle \rangle
\]

provided \( d \notin \text{write}(S) \).
5.3 Verification of a simple control system

We will specify, implement and verify the control program of the following system. A water vessel has limited but unknown influx of water. A pump with a larger capacity than this influx is installed to be able to remove water from it. Activation or deactivation of a pump must prevent that the vessel overflows or runs dry. A device measuring the water level is installed. Critically low and high water levels are selected. The response time d for the control system to switch the pump on or off, tolerable for this system is related to the maximal flow in and out of the vessel, the critical levels and the response deadline.

As a starting point we take the following control requirements:

\[ \forall t_1, t_2 : \text{(water critically high) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \text{(pump is on) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \]

\[ \forall t_1, t_2 : \text{(water critically low) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \text{(pump is off) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \]

For simplicity we assume that two device variables, water and pump, represent the water level and the pump state instantaneously. Assume pump ranges over \{on, off\}. The aim is to design a control system satisfying

\[ \forall t_1, t_2 : \text{(water > high) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \text{(pump = on) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \]

\[ \forall t_1, t_2 : \text{(water < low) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \text{(pump = off) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \]

First note that the statements are trivially true if \( t_1 + d > t_2 \). Hence the above specification is equivalent to

\( CTL_1 \equiv \forall t_1, t_2 : t_1 + d \leq t_2 \land \text{(water > high) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \text{(pump = on) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \)

\( CTL_2 \equiv \forall t_1, t_2 : t_1 + d \leq t_2 \land \text{(water < low) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \text{(pump = off) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \)

That is, the aim is to design a control system \( Contr \) such that

\[ \langle \text{em = 0} \rangle Contr \langle CTL \rangle, \]

where \( CTL \equiv CTL_1 \land CTL_2 \). The program must keep the pump in the correct state. It can do so by setting the variable pump. Assuming \( \forall t : \text{pump}(t) \in \{\text{on}, \text{off}\} \), axiom (SETAX) leads to the following properties.

\( CA_1 \equiv \forall t : (\exists t_0 \leq t : \text{(pump = on) at } t_0 \land \neg \text{set(pump, off)}) \text{ during } (t_0, t) \rightarrow \text{(pump = on) at } t \)

\( CA_2 \equiv \forall t : (\exists t_0 \leq t : \text{(pump = off) at } t_0 \land \neg \text{set(pump, on)}) \text{ during } (t_0, t) \rightarrow \text{(pump = off) at } t \)

Therefore it is sufficient to set the pump at selected moments. Let \( CA \equiv CA_1 \land CA_2 \). Then the top-level specification can be replaced by

\( CP_1 \equiv \forall t_1, t_2 : t_1 + d \leq t_2 \land \text{(water > high) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \exists t_3 \leq t_1 + d : \text{(pump = on) at } t_3 \land \neg \text{set(pump, off)} \text{ during } (t_3, t_2) \)

\( CP_2 \equiv \forall t_1, t_2 : t_1 + d \leq t_2 \land \text{(water < low) during } [t_1, t_2] \rightarrow \exists t_3 \leq t_1 + d : \text{(pump = off) at } t_3 \land \neg \text{set(pump, off)} \text{ during } (t_3, t_2) \)

Let \( CP \equiv CP_1 \land CP_2 \). Then \( CA \land CP \rightarrow CTL_1 \) since \( \text{(pump = on) at } t_3 \land \neg \text{set(pump, off)} \text{ during } (t_3, t_2) \) implies by \( CA_1 \) that \( \text{(pump = on) during } [t_3, t_2] \), and with \( t_3 \leq t_1 + d \) this leads to \( \text{(pump = on) during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \). Hence it remains to implement \( Contr \) such that

\[ \langle \text{em = 0} \rangle Contr \langle CP \rangle, \]

Next reading the value of water is made explicit. By axiom (READAX) we have

\( CS \equiv \forall t : \text{read(water, v) at } t \rightarrow \text{water}(t) = v \)

Now define

\[ \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, v) \equiv (t_1 < t_2) \land \text{read(water, v) at } t_2 \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (t_1, t_2) \]
with abbreviations

\[\text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2) \equiv \exists v : \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, v)\]

and

\[\text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, \text{high}) \equiv \exists v : v > \text{high} \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, v)\]

\[\text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, \text{low}) \equiv \exists v : v < \text{low} \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, v)\]

The control program is now specified by

\[\begin{align*}
CC_1 & \equiv \forall t \exists t_1, t_2 : t_1 < t < t_2 < t + d \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2) \\
CC_2 & \equiv \forall t_1, t_2 : \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, \text{high}) \rightarrow (\text{pump = on}) \text{ in } [t_2, t_1 + d] \\
CC_3 & \equiv \forall t : \text{set(pump, off}) \text{ at } t \rightarrow \exists t_1, t_2 : t \in [t_2, t_1 + d] \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, \text{low}) \land \\
& \quad (\forall t_3, t_4 : t_4 \in (t_3, t] \land \text{readperiod}(t_3, t_4, \text{high}) \rightarrow \text{set(pump, on}) \text{ in } (t, t_3 + d))
\end{align*}\]

In addition \(CC_4\) and \(CC_5\) are required, which describe the symmetric case, with high and low, and also on and off, interchanged.

Let \(CC \equiv CC_1 \land CC_2 \land CC_3 \land CC_4 \land CC_5\). Then we have the following lemma.

Lemma 5.1 \(\text{low} \leq \text{high} \land \text{CS} \land CC \rightarrow CP\).

Proof of lemma:
By symmetry it is sufficient to show \(CP_1\). Let's assume that the premise of the implication in \(CP_1\) is satisfied and there exists a \(t_1\) and \(t_2\) with

\[t_1 + d \leq t_2 \land (\text{water} > \text{high}) \text{ during } [t_1, t_2]\]

(1)

By \(CC_1\) we know that the water level was read in \([t_1, t_1 + d]\) and obtain \(t_{11}, t_{21}\) and \(v\) with

\[t_{11} < t_1 \leq t_{21} \leq t_1 + d \land \text{readperiod}(t_{11}, t_{21}, v)\]

(2)

The read action implied by \(\text{readperiod}\) at \(t_{21} \in [t_1, t_1 + d]\) falls within the period that the water is assumed high in (1), and thus using \(\text{READAX}\) we obtain \(v > \text{high}\). Thus we have

\[\text{readperiod}(t_{11}, t_{21}, \text{high})\]

(3)

By \(CC_2\) we obtain \(\text{pump = on} \text{ in } [t_{21}, t_{11} + d]\) and we can obtain a \(t_3\) with

\[t_1 \leq t_{21} \leq t_3 \leq t_{11} + d : \text{pump = on at } t_3\]

(4)

This implies \(CP_1\) if \((\neg \text{set(pump, off)}) \text{ during } (t_3, t_2)\).

Next suppose that \((\text{set(pump, off}) \text{ in } (t_3, t_2))\). We show that also in this case \(CP_1\) holds. Consider the last \(\text{set(pump, off)}\) action in the interval \((t_3, t_2)\), which exists according to \(\text{FINITEAX}\). Thus there exists a \(t_4\) with:

\[\text{set(pump, off)} \text{ at } t_4 \land t_4 \in (t_3, t_2) \land (\neg \text{set(pump, off)}) \text{ during } (t_3, t_2)\]

(5)

The \(\text{set(pump, off)}\) action in (5) matches the premise of \(CC_3\) and we conclude that a \(t_{12}\) and \(t_{22}\) exist with

\[t_4 \in [t_{22}, t_{12} + d] \land \text{readperiod}(t_{12}, t_{22}, \text{low})\]

(6)

Equations (5) and (6) state that both \(t_4 \in [t_{22}, t_{12} + d]\) and \(t_4 \in (t_3, t_2)\). We conclude \(t_{22} \leq t_2\). However, since a low value was read at \(t_{22}\), (1) and \(\text{READAX}\) imply

\[t_{22} < t_1\]

(7)

Consider the following events: read low water at \(t_{22}\); beginning of period where water is known to be high at \(t_1\); read high water at \(t_{21}\); set pump on at \(t_3\); and set pump off at \(t_4\). Their precedence relations can be inferred from (7), (2), (4) and (5), respectively:

\[t_{22} < t_1 \leq t_{21} \leq t_3 < t_4\]

(8)
In addition to (6) the conclusion of CC₃ expresses a consequence that holds for all readperiod(m₁, m₂, high) with m₂ ∈ [t₂₂, t₄]. It states that if a high water level is read after the read action at t₂₂, the corresponding switching on of the pump must take place after the action on the pump at t₄. From (3) and (8) we know that there is such a readperiod with m₁ = t₁₁ and m₂ = t₂₁. Therefore CC₃ implies

\[\text{set(pump, on)} \in (t₄, t₁₁ + d).\] (9)

Using (5) and t₁₁ < t₁ (see (1)) we again obtain the conclusion of CP₁, namely

\[\exists t : \text{set(pump, on)} \text{ at } t \land t < t₁ + d \land (\neg \text{set(pump, off)}) \text{ during } [t, t₂].\] (10)

**End Proof**

Hence the control program, Contr, should satisfy the following specification

\[\langle \text{em} = 0 \rangle \text{ Contr } \langle CC\rangle.\]

We can consider two simplifications in the specification which correspond to design decisions for the example program. First, the condition pump = on in CC₂ can be trivially satisfied through the action set(pump, on). Thus we obtain a stronger version of CC₂

\[CC₃ \equiv \forall t₁, t₂ : \text{readperiod}(t₁, t₂, \text{high}) \rightarrow \text{set(pump, on)} \text{ in } [t₂, t₁ + d]\]

We can also introduce a stronger version of CC₃ expressing the additional requirement that a read may not take place between a set(pump, off) action and the last read(water, low). It will become clear from the example program that this implies non-interleaving read and set sequences.

\[CC₄ \equiv \forall t : \text{set(pump, off)} \text{ at } t \rightarrow \exists t₁, t₂ : t \in [t₂, t₁ + d] \land \text{readperiod}(t₁, t₂, \text{low}) \land (\neg \text{read(water)}) \text{ during } (t₂, t]\]

We will continue for now with this stronger specification. We provided the proof of the original, weaker, one because it is more general and similar to what is used for the mine-pump example that will be discussed in the next sections.

We propose the following program as one that satisfies the commitments CC₁, CC₂, CC₃, CC₄, and CC₅:

```plaintext
P\text{water\_level} =
/\rtvar = \{t₁, t₂\}
/\var = \{x\}
/\dev = \{\text{water, pump}\}
/\const = \{\text{on, off, high, low, true, d}\}
01 [t₁ := 0];
02 while true do
03 [t₂ := t₁];
04 in(water, x) [<t₂+d; ?t₁];
05 if high < x then
06 out(pump, on) [<t₂+d]
07 else
08 if x < low then
09 out(pump, off) [<t₂+d]
10 fi
11 fi
12 od
```
The program should be read as follows. Initially t1 is set to 0 (line 1). On the first sweep of
the repetition t2 obtains this value in the first annotated statement (line 3). The first time the
in statement (line 4) is executed it is done so before time t', and t1 records the actual execution
time. If subsequently a pump action is required, i.e. either the condition tested in line 5 or
line 8 evaluates to true, the state change corresponding to the relevant out statement (line 6 or 9
respectively) is realized before the deadline d. In the next sweep t2 assumes the old value of t1 (line
3) and t1 records the execution moment of the next in statement that inspects the environment.
A possible response to the obtained value must now take place before t2 + d, i.e. within time d
from the one but last inspection. And so on for all the following sweeps.

Considering the specification this program can be motivated as follows. CCl is satisfied by
allowing at most a time d to pass between two consecutive sensor readings. This is expressed
in the annotation of line 4. The maximum readperiod that ends at a particular reading extends
backward to the moment of the previous reading. Thus, CCl is realized by imposing a deadline
d on the out(pump, on) statement counted from the execution moment of the one but last water­
level inspection. Because with every read(water, high) there corresponds a set(pump, on) and vice
versa, CCl is also satisfied. A formal prove that this program satisfies the specification is given
in appendix A.

The mine-pump problem that is introduced in the next section involves control requirements
that can be expressed similarly to the requirements that were taken as starting point of this small
example. We will use the insights that were obtained in this section also for constructing the
solution to this larger problem but we will omit formal proves from now on.

6 Informal specification minepump

We apply our full approach to the mine pump system as described by [6]. In this section we
describe this system and give an accurate but informal specification.

The mine-pump system is intended for regulating the ground-water level in a mine through
the programmed control of a water pump. This pump must not be operating if the methane-gas
level in the mine is too high because of the risk of explosions. Also other gases in the mine are
monitored by the system and an operator is provided with information on the conditions in the
mine and is given limited control over the pump. In this paper we will not consider the complete
system as described in [6] but only the part that is concerned with the pump control. In particular
we will omit the interaction with the operator and the monitoring of gases other than methane
since they have no impact on the pump operation.

In general, problems like the mine pump involve four parts, namely (1) the environment (i.e.
the mine), (2) the devices (sometimes called ironware; an example is the pump), (3) the program­
execution platform (or hardware), and (4) the software. The problem is assumed to originate from
the desire to control the environment. The part of the specification that expresses the properties
of the environment that the control system must realize is referred to as the top-level requirement
specification. Choices with regard to the implementation of the control solution are made during
the subsequent design phase. Initially the solution must be designed as a whole: devices, execution
platform and software, because dependencies between these parts exist they cannot be considered
as entirely separate problems. For example, the nature of the selected devices will influence
the functional as well as the timing requirements on the software and through this the available
processing power may interfere with the selection of devices.

However, we will consider the present design and implementation problem to pertain only to
the configuration of the hardware and software and we assume that the particulars of the devices
are already fixed. In that spirit we will refer to the combination of hardware and software as the
system or the control system. The control system is obtained in two phases: (1) the construction
of the program and (2) the selection of the platform configuration and system generation.

The top level specification and the device choices lead to the system requirements.

1. Top-level specification: A system must be installed to ensure that the water level in the
mine is not getting too high. If there are conditions under which the control system cannot
operate safely the water level is allowed to rise indefinitely but other measures must be taken that are outside the scope of the system.

2. **Device implementation choice:** It is known that there always is a bounded non-negative influx of water. Thus, the amount of water remains the same or increases if no countermeasures are taken. Therefore, the top-level specification is satisfied using a pump with a limited but large enough capacity to outperform influx of water. When the pump is on, the amount of water is decreasing. The pump should not run dry, i.e. the water level should not decrease below a certain level, or the pump should be off.

3. **Device implementation choice:** To detect the water level two sensors are present: a high sensor at a point that is called A for the moment, and a low sensor at a point B. The high and low water sensors will signal to the control system when the water level reaches a sensor: the high-water sensor on the transition from dry to wet and the low-water sensor on the transition from wet to dry.

4. **Requirement on the pump control:** To prevent the water from exceeding certain high and low levels, some timing requirements on the response time of the system must be satisfied. If the water-level is on or above the high point A in the entire time interval \([t_1, t_2]\) then the pump should be on in \([t_1 + dh, t_2]\). Similarly, if the water-level is on or below the low point B in the interval \([t_1, t_2]\) then the pump should be off in \([t_1 + dl, t_2]\). If the water is between A and B the pump may be either on or off. Because the pump has finite capacity and the influx of water is limited, there is a minimal amount of time, \(dh\), required for the water to increase from B to A or to decrease from A to B. It may be assumed that \(dh > h1\) and \(dlh >> dh\).

   (Comment: we will take into account that high signals may be given without low signals in between, because the pump may be switched off at any time. Values suggested by [6]: \(dl = dh = 10\) sec, \(dlh = 100\) sec.)

5. **Consequence of device implementation choice and safety requirement:** In the mine methane may be present. If the local methane concentration at the pump exceeds a critical level then the pump should be off, otherwise the risk of an explosion becomes unacceptably high. Satisfaction of this requirement has priority over the pump-control requirements.

6. **Device implementation choice:** A methane sensor is used to measure the concentration of methane in the mine atmosphere near to the pump. The methane level increases or decreases with a maximum rate. Therefore some response time remains when the methane level is still sub-critical by a certain amount. This response time is called \(dc\). The device must be polled by the control system.

   (Comment: values suggested by [6]: \(dc = 30\) msec.)

7. **Requirement on the pump control:** If the methane level is above the previously mentioned sub-critical value in \([t_1, t_2]\) then the pump should be off in \([t_1 + dc, t_2]\) no matter what the water level is. If the methane level falls under this sub-critical level, then the pump can be switched on again. Thus, the condition under which the pump must be on changes into: if water on or above high and methane under the sub-critical value in the entire interval \([t_1, t_2]\) then the pump must be on in \([t_1 + dh, t_2]\).

8. **Consequence of unreliable pump-device:** Measures should be taken to inspect proper functioning of the pump. Having the pump on for longer then \(df\) while it is not functioning correctly is dangerous and should at all times be avoided (higher priority than water-level control). Fault-hypothesis: the pump may fail. If it fails it generates a lower water flow than when it is functioning properly and is switched on. The residual flow is under a value \(min\). If the pump is faulty it remains so forever.
7 Interaction with the Environment

The way the control system interacts with the environment that it controls, in particular the programmer's view of such interaction, is an important issue that must be addressed before we discuss a program for the mine-pump problem.

Here we distinguish two modes for receiving information from the environment: polling of sensor values and signal (interrupt) based handling of sensor information. The former mode can be included in our programming model through the introduction of special variables (device registers) that can only be inspected (i.e. a read-only variable). We will adopt this view and assume that reading such a variable yields a particular sensor value at the very moment of inspection. This assumption is for simplicity and does not affect the essence of our approach.

The latter mode, interrupt based interaction, is fundamentally more problematic. In practice interrupt-handling mechanisms are employed that may result in loss of interrupts if previous ones are not handled timely. Our experience with the case study presented in this paper is that loss of messages may cause problems with the program semantics if it is not under explicit control of the program. To avoid such problems we have intentionally introduced infinite FIFO message buffers and we assume that the interaction between devices and software processes can be described using regular message passing via special "device channels". Devices can thus be viewed as "physical" processes that are connected to software processes through such channels. This model has the advantage that a device is equivalent to, and can be specified through) a software process that yields the same set of possible communication behaviors as the device.

Infinite buffers obviously can not be implemented, and part of guaranteeing the existence of an implementation is an analysis of the resource requirement of a program and showing that it can be satisfied. Thus, obviously, not only timeliness is a concern during scheduling, but also resource availability and utilization.

A specification of the possible behaviors of the environment that has to be controlled must be input for program construction as well as system generation. The programmer requires a specification of possible environment behavior to be able to construct a solution to the control problem. The scheduler must use the same information to establish feasibility of an implementation of this solution on the provided platform. We mentioned before that the environment may be considered equivalent to a software process and its behavior can be described using our programming language. Since programs do not refer to any execution mechanism they can specify the behavior of the environment in an abstract fashion. The scheduler, naturally, does not schedule the environment but uses this specification as input to obtain a schedule for the control program.

As an illustration of this, consider the high/low water sensors described in the previous section. We can view these sensors as one "physical" process with two communication channels that has the same set of communication behaviors as the following process:

\[ P_{\text{physical}} = \]
\[ \rtvar = (t) \]
\var \text{random} \\
\const \text{0, true, d lh, delta} \\
\chan \text{high_sensor, low_sensor} \\

\begin{verbatim}
\[t := \text{d lh}\
\text{while true do}
\quad \text{while random do}
\quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}];
\quad \quad \text{while true do}
\quad \quad \quad [>t; ?t];
\quad \quad \quad \text{while random do}
\quad \quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}];
\quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}]
\quad \quad \text{while true do}
\quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}];
\quad \quad \quad \text{while random do}
\quad \quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}];
\quad \quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}]
\quad \quad \text{while random do}
\quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}];
\quad \quad \quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}]
\quad \text{while true do}
\quad \quad [t := t \oplus \text{d lh}]
\end{verbatim}

The behavior of this process follows from the program semantics. Nothing of its execution speed is known: progress should be considered arbitrary for as far as it is not specified. (As mentioned before we assume, however, liveness.) To express the nondeterministic nature of the environment a boolean variable \text{random} yields at inspection an arbitrary choice between true and false.

The timing parameter \(t\) that is written with a sent message, represents the moment at which the water actually reaches the level communicated in the message. It is important to understand the nature of this timing parameter. This program does not imply that the time value is included in the message at run-time. Timing parameters are part of the annotation which just describe the timing behavior of the program. If the run-time system does not need this information or only a compiled version of it, timing parameters will not actually be sent.

The interpretation of the timing parameter (the fact that it corresponds to the moment a certain water level is reached) must be used by the programmer to construct his control program (just like a programmer needs to interpret the variable \(x\) in a function call \(\text{sin}(x)\) as a particular angle in radians to be able to construct a meaningful program). During system construction this interpretation is not relevant and only the environment specification as it stands must be supplied (e.g. to the scheduler or schedulability analyzer).

Thus the above program corresponds to the following behavior of the environment: When the control system is started the water will reach one of the sensors, say the high one, after an unknown period of time. This results in a message on the high-sensor's channel. Subsequently the water-level will pass the sensor an arbitrary number of times in succession, with an unspecified rate. This is due to the fact that the pump may be switched off at arbitrary times: to keep the system robust and more generally applicable we assume very little about the behavior of the environment. A message will be sent at each passage and messages from the sensor may, therefore, be arbitrary in number and rate. If the water surface subsequently reaches the low sensor there is at least an amount of \text{d lh} time between the last high-sensor crossing and low-sensor crossing, because the water has to decrease in level substantially. Then, the low-sensor can be triggered an arbitrary number of times after which, again, the high sensor will be triggered at least a \text{d lh} amount of time after the last low-sensor passage. This sequence of events continues indefinitely.

Note that there is some information on the device latency in this program. Whether this should be included and how large it is, depends on where the interface with the control system and the environment is envisaged. Here it is assumed that in addition to a delay in the high\_sensor and low\_sensor channels, which are assumed part of the control system, there is a device latency that is maximally \text{delta}: the sensors place a message onto the channel within \text{delta} time, where \text{delta} is a given constant. In the following we will make the simplifying assumption that \text{delta} = 0+.

The specification leaves room for a large number of possible message sequences with their timing. Naturally, the control program must respond appropriately to all of the allowed behaviors.
of the environment. In particular it must be shown that a program exists which, among other things, can handle the arbitrarily high number of messages that may occasionally arrive, and it must be shown that a feasible implementation of the program exists on a given platform. The latter is the task of the system generator. It must obtain the environment specification as input in addition to the control program and platform specification to determine whether an implementation of the control program is feasible and to generate this very implementation. Typically the system generator must know the (maximal) delay of the message in the channels (platform specification) and the latency of the device (environment spec), e.g. to compute if the system can satisfy a possible deadline on the response.

8 Design decisions

During the design phase decisions have to be made on the division of the program into parallel processes and the assignment of subtasks to each of them. In the following we describe the rationales that have led to the choices made to arrive at the implementation that is presented in this paper. At this stage we have no systematic method to derive real-time programs from a specification. Development of such a real-time programming method is considered an interesting subject for future research.

The only externally observable effect of the program is that the pump is being switched on and off at appropriate moments. There are three aspects of the environment that have their bearing on the pump: (1) the water level, (2) the methane level, and (3) failures of the pump. These physical processes are made visible to the control software by the sensors. The nature of the environmental conditions determines if and how urgently a response of the system is required. The measurements of the conditions are independent problems both in their function as well as timing. Thus we shall introduce a separate process for monitoring each sensor. These processes determine from the sensor state if an action should be taken on the pump. Thus we have sensor processes \( P_{methane} \), \( P_{water} \) and \( P_{flow} \). \( P_{water} \) is message driven, i.e. it is triggered by messages passed to the control system by the environment. It is therefore not of the form of the example described in section 5.3. The other involve polling loops that are likely similar to what we described there.

Although the handling of each sensors is an inherently independent activities, the resulting actions on the pump must be coordinated. Because we only have local device registers in our programming language there can be only one process that switches the pump, and it must make decision to that effect on the basis of messages passed by the processes that monitor the sensors. Therefore a process that sets pump, \( P_{pump} \), is introduced.

\( P_{pump} \) must be informed by the sensor processes about the following relevant conditions in the environment:

- the water level may be too high,
- the water level may be too low,
- the methane level is too high,
- the methane level is ok,
- the pump has failed.

Note that the condition "the water level may be too high" is true after the high sensor has been reached and cannot be denied until the low sensor is reached, then it is replaced by "the water level may be too low". If the former condition holds, the pump should be on, if the latter holds, it should be off (within the response time margin).

To enable an implementation of the control condition we introduce in \( P_{pump} \) (boolean) program variables that have the same value as the corresponding assertions about the environment at least within the appropriate reaction time. e.g.:
"the water level may be too high" during \( [t_1, t_2] \)
\[ \rightarrow (\text{water may be too high } = \text{true}) \text{ during } [t_1 + d, t_2] \]

On the basis of the value of these variables a decision is taken with regard to the action on the pump. The control specification implies that the following assertion, \( P \), must hold within the deadline of each change in the relevant environmental condition:

\[
P = ((\text{water may be too low or } \neg \text{safe}) \rightarrow \text{pump = off}) \text{ and } (\text{water may be too high and safe} \rightarrow \text{pump = on}),
\]

where

\[ \text{safe} = \neg(\text{methane too high or pump is faulty}) \]

and

\[ \neg(\text{water may be too high and water may be too low}). \]

\( P_{pump} \) will have to maintain the state of the boolean variables and set the pump variable to satisfy assertion \( P \). Thus \( P_{pump} \) will be able to receive messages from all the processes monitoring a sensor and will implement a response. The messages can be annotated with the response time for the condition that is communicated.

There is one additional complication. Although measuring water flow of the pump and establishing failure of the pump is an activity that is in principle independent from the pump-control, the water flow measurements are only necessary when the pump is on and the measurements must be synchronized with \( P_{pump} \) to be sure that the pump state is known at the moment the flow is measured. After all it must be established that if no flow is measured this is not simply due to the switching off of the pump. This problem will be appropriately addressed in the implementation discussed in the next section.

9 Implementation

In this section we will present an implementation of the mine pump control program. The processes are sometimes obtained in several steps. Whenever we write \( P = .. \) we describe the final version of a particular process. On the other hand when we write \( P \sim .. \) we are discussing an intermediate version.

The following channels and constants will be present (all local entities will be mentioned with the corresponding process):

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{chan} & = \{\text{methane, water, check, check_flow, high_sensor, low_sensor}\} \\
\text{const} & = \{0, \text{true, false, high, low, too_high, ok_again, max, min, on, off, dh, d1, dhh, dc, df}\}
\end{align*}
\]
9.1 Process handling CH4 sensor

The process \texttt{Pmethane} determines from a sensor reading if the methane level becomes too high for safe operation of the pump or if it reaches an acceptable level after having been too high. A boolean variable \texttt{high\_methane} is updated to record the state of the environment. Whenever this boolean changes a message is sent to the pump process. The message contains a timing parameter prescribing the deadline within which the messages must be handled.

\begin{verbatim}
Pmethane =
//rtvar = \{t1,t2\}
//var = \{methane\_level, high\_methane\}
//dev = \{methane\_sensor\}

[t1=0];
high\_methane := false;
while true do
  [t2=t1];
in(methane\_sensor, methane\_level) [\{t2+dc; ?t1\};
  if (methane\_level<max) and (high\_methane=true) then
    high\_methane := false;
    send(methane, ok\_again, [\{t2+dh\})
  else if not (methane\_level<max) and (high\_methane=false)
    high\_methane := true;
    send(methane, too\_high, [\{t2+dc\})
  fi
fi
od
\end{verbatim}

Note that this timing annotation pattern is similar to the one described in section 5.3, apart from some (not unimportant) change in detail: (1) only one critical level exists, (2) the actions on the pump are achieved through sending a message, (3) the state is recorded (variable \texttt{high\_methane}) and only changes in this variable give rise to actions on the pump, (4) there are two different response deadlines related to the level becoming too high and acceptable respectively. The deadline on the pump action is passed as a timing parameter in the message. The message is handled by the receiving process which will continue the sequence of actions and realize a proper response within this specified deadline. Note, that the deadline on the sensor inspection is \(t2+dc\) which is the minimum of \(t2+dc\) and \(t2+dh\) because it must always be possible to verify the methane condition within the shortest response deadline.

9.2 Process handling high and low water level messages

Because the monitoring of the water level is message driven, the process is quite different from the poll loop of the methane process and the example of section 5.3. \texttt{Pwater} alternately expects the water to be high and low. Since it is assumed that the pump is off initially the water will be rising. Therefore the first message that may arrive is one indicating high water. Both assertions the water may be too low and the water may be too high may assumed to be initially false.

As soon as a high water level is detected a message is sent to \texttt{Ppump} indicating this condition and a response must occur within the deadline \(dh\). In general, only the first low message after a high one is relevant and requires a response and all other low-messages can be discarded. Thus, the buffer that keeps messages from the low sensor is flushed before the water can reach the low-sensor to make sure that only a relevant new message to this effect will cause a response. Such a low-sensor message is handled in a similar fashion as the high one but with a different deadline, namely \(dl\).

\begin{verbatim}
Pwater =
\end{verbatim}
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//rtvar = {t}
//var = {}

while true do
    receive(high_sensor, [?t]);
    send(water, high, [tt+dh]);
    flush(low_sensor);
    [<t+dh];
    receive(low_sensor, [?t]);
    send(water, low, [tt+dl]);
    flush(high_sensor);
    [<t+dlh]
end

It is interesting to note that in the implementation of this program only one-place buffers that retain the oldest message are required for the device channels, even though message rates from the environment can be arbitrarily high.

9.3 Process measuring pump faults

If we disregard the earlier assumed process structure one would, inspired by the example of section 5.3, attempt the following solution.

Pcheck

[t1:=0];
pump_is_faulty := false;
while true do
    [t2:=t1];
in(pump, status) [<t2+df;?t1];
    if status=on then
        in(flow_sensor, x);
        pump_is_faulty := (x<min);
        if pump_is_faulty=true then
            out(pump, off) [<t2+df]
        fi
    fi
end

There are two problems with this implementation. First, the pump process is receiving messages from the other processes and must be ready to do so. Thus, it is not possible to integrate the above polling loop completely into this process. Second, we would like to place the pump and flow sensor management in separate processes, to make the process structure reflect the physical distribution of the system and separate the concerns of measuring the flow and controlling the pump. A simple strategy to solve these problems is to cut the above process into three parts that are allocated to Pcheck, Pflow and Ppump, respectively. The relevant steps in the procedure, (1) starting an iteration, (2) determining the pump state, (3) checking the flow and (4) switching the pump off if necessary, are allocated to these processes and are always executed in succession through the passing of messages.

Pcheck

//rtvar = {}
//var = {}

while true do
    send(check)
end
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Pflow =
//rtvar = \{t\}
/var = \{x\}
//dev = \{flow_sensor\}

while true do
  receive(check_flow);
  in(flow_sensor, x);
  send(flow, (x<min))

od

The third part must be integrated into Ppump:

Ppump =
[t:=0];
pump_is_faulty := false;
while true do
  receive(check);
  [t:=t+df];
in(pump, status) [<t; ?t1];
if status=on then
  send(check_flow);
  receive(flow, pump_is_faulty);
  if pump_is_faulty=true then
    out(pump, off) [<t]
  fi
fi

od

Note, that Pcheck does not contain any timing annotation. Still, the processes combined satisfy the timing constraints, e.g. the constraint that the pump is checked within each interval df. This implies (through the precedence constraints between the processes) that Pcheck sends a message that initiates the checking procedure frequently enough.

9.4 Process handling pump

The pump process handles the messages from the three processes, Pmethane, Pwater and Pcheck and carries out the required pump actions within the specified deadlines. It must incorporate the actions described in the previous subsection. The complete program is:

Ppump =
//rtvar = \{t, t1\}
/var = \{value, water_may_be_too_high, water_may_be_too_low, methane_is_too_high, pump_is_faulty, status\}
//dev = \{pump\}
[t1:=0];
water_may_be_too_high := false;
water_may_be_too_low := false;
methane_is_too_high := false;
pump_is_faulty := false;
while true do
  select receive(water, value, [?t])
    do
      if value=high then
        
...
system generation

When a message is handled by this process the following assertion holds:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{P} & = (\text{water\_may\_be\_too\_high} \lor \text{not safe}) \rightarrow \text{pump=off}) \land \\
& (\text{water\_may\_be\_too\_high} \land \text{safe}) \rightarrow \text{pump=on}) \land \\
& ((\text{safe} = \text{not (methane\_too\_high or pump\_is\_faulty)}) \land \\
& \text{not (water\_may\_be\_too\_high and water\_may\_be\_too\_low})
\end{align*}
\]

Note that for clarity we have introduced the variable \text{water\_may\_be\_too\_high} as well as the variable \text{water\_may\_be\_too\_low}, while only one is actually required.

The present implementation of the pump process solves the synchronization problem mentioned before: the only process that can change the state of the pump, \text{Ppump}, is blocked during the flow measurement. Thus, it is known that the pump is on when the flow of the pump is being measured by \text{Pflow}.

10 System generation

In the following sections we will give examples of implementations of the mine-pump control program on several platforms. By platform we mean the processors and their interconnection as well as the execution mechanism that is employed. In each case we give the conditions under...
which the program is feasible. We give no formal proof of this feasibility.

We consider two models:

1. Off-line (static) scheduling. We consider two cases, maximum and minimum parallelism. We assume a minimal but sufficient number of (bidirectional) communication lines to allow for direct process to process message passing.

2. On-line preemptive priority scheduling. We will only consider the most interesting case of minimum parallelism for this model.

We will describe each of these models in detail.

First we analyze the programs process and scheduling block structure, and find critical execution paths in the program. On the basis of this analysis we study the two cases: maximum and minimum parallelism. The on-line scheduling approach will also benefit from the analysis done for the off-line case. The schedulability will be studied for both approaches and a numerical example will be given.

11 Off-line scheduling

We assume the following execution model. An off-line calculated schedule is passed with the executable image of each process to an on-line dispatcher. The task of the off-line scheduler is (1) to divide a process in scheduling blocks and (2) to assign to each process a number of time slots for execution. The dispatcher will deal with these slots as follows. At the moment the time slot for a process is reached, execution of this process will start or resume, but only if it is ready to run. If the process is not ready, i.e. an awaited message has not yet arrived, the time slot will be relinquished. When the end of an executing block is reached, execution will be suspended until the next time slot for that process. At the end of a block the control will be returned to the dispatcher either through a blocking statement contained in the program (i.e. receive statement) or a preemption instruction that is inserted in the machine code during system generation. Although in general this model requires several refinements that describe how alternatives in block sequences are handled, the present level of detail is sufficient for the problem at hand.

The off-line scheduler cannot predict variations of behavior of the environment that remains within the environment specification. The schedule must therefore be based on worst case assumptions. It must, e.g., be taken into account that messages from the water-level sensor may arrive at times and rates described by the program in section 7.

We will proceed by analyzing the program in several steps and infer schedules for the maximum and minimum parallelism cases.

11.1 Program analysis: process structure

In Figure 1 we have depicted the process structure of the minepump program. The processes, communication channels and device variables are drawn. The channels are directed arrows indicating the directions in which the messages are send.

11.2 Program analysis: scheduling blocks

For scheduling purposes the minepump program it is divided into beads. Beads are the smallest program parts that must be analyzed on their execution duration. To reduce the size of the scheduling problem, the off-line scheduler will compute time slots for groups of such beads which are the previously mentioned scheduling blocks. We will not address the problem of recognizing and grouping beads, nor how a schedule may be found. It is possible that a block contains alternative groups of beads, but, naturally, the worst-case behavior must be taken into account.

New bead starts at either the beginning of a process, at a time measurement, at an earliest start-time requirement or the reception of a message. A bead ends at the sending of a message, at
a deadline requirement or the end of a process. When beads are combined into scheduling blocks, earliest start times may be moved to the beginning of the block and deadlines may be moved to the end. Because time measurements may be used to compute both deadlines as well as earliest start times they must be known more precisely. However, it is in practice very difficult to dispatch a bead exactly at the position of the measurement. Therefore we assume that for a bead in a block preceding such a measurement, colored black in the figure, a best and worst case execution time is known. If these times are not equal constraints involving the measurement may not always be satisfiable. For simplicity we assume here that these times may be considered equal by the scheduler. The scheduler can then straightforwardly infer the value of a time measurement from the placement of a scheduling block. Blocks have a structure as depicted in Figure 2.

Figure 2: An example of a scheduling block that contains a time measurement at the end of the first bead (indicated by ?) and a constraint on the end of the second (indicated by !).

Blocks in a process are labeled. Beads in a block have the same label with an additional subscript to distinguish them. Time measurements or requirements on a bead-boundary are indicated by question and exclamation marks, respectively. We denote execution durations of beads as follows:

- duration of bead preceeding a measurement: $Tb_0 = duration(b_0)$
- maximum duration of regular bead: $Tb_n = max\_duration(b_n)$
- maximum duration of total block: $Tb = Tb_0 + ... + Tb_n$

Figure 3 shows the bead and block structure of the various processes in the program. All processes consist of an initialization part and a cyclic part. This cyclic part in some processes is triggered by
a message (e.g. \textit{Pflow}), or several messages in sequence (e.g. \textit{Pwater}) or message alternatives (e.g. \textit{Ppump}). Some processes send a message or have the option to send a message during execution of a block. Optional messages or message alternatives are indicated by dotted lines. Two processes, \textit{Pmethane} and \textit{Pcheck}, have a cyclic part that is not triggered by a message. Their rate of execution is arbitrary but such that timing constraints are satisfied.

Code analysis should provide maximum execution durations of the various beads. To find tight upper bounds for such durations for realistic programs and modern processors is not a simple problem. However, some encouraging research has been done in this regard. We will not further address this issue here.

\section{11.3 Program analysis: critical paths}

To investigate possible schedules, the timing constraints are considered in more detail. We can discern critical execution paths, i.e. sequences of statements across processors that correspond to worst case execution times towards a deadline. These paths are depicted in Figure 4. In fact there are four such paths: one corresponding to the response to a critical or subcritical methane level, two corresponding to detection of high and low water, and one corresponding to failure detection of the pump.

In our search for a feasible schedule we will consider situations where the blocks of the cyclic parts of the processes are dispatched strictly periodically, starting from some offset. Note that there are many alternatives to a strictly periodic schedule: the program does not state any preference and a periodic schedule is strictly an implementation choice. It is not required for correctness.

As can be seen from the figure, the periods determine how much time remains for the processes to make their deadlines and thus they are very important in the scheduling analysis. Each critical path in Figure 4 yields a constraint that corresponds to meeting the deadline during normal periodic execution. Another requirement is that the initialization block of each process must be executed within this offset. Thus, constraints can be inferred for meeting the deadlines after initialization. These are not depicted in the figure.

We consider the constraints per process, first the initialization constraint and then the constraint(s) corresponding to the cyclic execution. The latter ones can be directly compared with the figure. For each message a message-passing time is introduced, \( M_x \) with \( x \) the channel name (no distinction between individual messages on a channel needs to be made here). This passing time is the time between the sending of the message and the moment the receiving block is dispatched.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Pmethane}
  \begin{enumerate}
    \item Start times: \( i_m + x \cdot r_m \) with \( x \in \mathbb{N} \)
    \item Constraints:
      \begin{enumerate}
        \item Initial: \( i_m + Tm1_0 + Tm1_1 + Mm + Tp2_0 \leq dc \)
        \item Cyclic: \( r_m + Tm1_1 + Mm + Tp2_0 \leq dc \)
      \end{enumerate}
  \end{enumerate}

  \item \textit{Pwater}
  \begin{enumerate}
    \item Start times: \( i_w + x \cdot r_w \) with \( x \in \mathbb{N} \)
    \item Constraints:
      \begin{enumerate}
        \item Initial: \( i_w + Tw1_0 + Mw + Tp1_0 \leq dh \)
        \item Cyclic: \( Mh + Tw1_0 + Mw + Tp1_0 \leq dh \)
      \end{enumerate}
  \end{enumerate}

  \item \textit{Pcheck}
  \begin{enumerate}
    \item Start times: \( i_c + x \cdot r_c \) with \( x \in \mathbb{N} \)
    \item Constraints:
      \begin{enumerate}
        \item Initial: \( i_c + Tw1_0 + Mw + Tp2_0 \leq dh \)
        \item Cyclic: \( Mh + Tw1_0 + Tp2_0 \leq dh \)
      \end{enumerate}
  \end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}
Figure 3: Block structure of the processes
Figure 4: The critical paths through the program.
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Initial: \( i_c + Tc1 + Mc + Tp30 + Tp31 + \max(Mcf + Tf10 + Mf, Tp32) + Tp40 \leq df \)
Cyclic: \( r_c + Tp31 + \max(Mcf + Tf10 + Mf, Tp32) + Tp40 \leq df \)

\( P_{flow} \)
Start times
\( i_f + z \cdot r_c \) with \( z \in N \)
Constraints
Initial: \( i_f + Tf10 + Mf + Tp40 \leq df \)

\( P_{pump} \)
Start times
\( i_{p1} + z \cdot r_w \) with \( z \in N \)
\( i_{p2} + z \cdot r_m \) with \( z \in N \)
\( i_{p3} + z \cdot r_c \) with \( z \in N \)
\( i_{p4} + z \cdot r_c \) with \( z \in N \)
Constraints
Initial: \( i_{p1} + Tp10 \leq dh \)
\( i_{p2} + Tp20 \leq dc \)
\( i_{p3} + Tp30 + Tp31 + \max(Mcf + Tf10 + Mf, p32) + Tp40 \leq df \)
\( i_{p4} + Tp40 \leq df \)

Note that the message handling parts of \( P_{flow} \) and \( P_{pump} \) have periods that correspond to the periods of the processes that send the messages. Their contribution to the cyclic activities is already contained in the expressions for these sending processes. Only initialization constraints remain for these processes.

11.4 Off-line scheduling and maximum parallelism

The hardware configuration for the maximum parallelism case is given in Figure 5. A separate processor is allocated to each device. The communication channels are positioned to allow for the required communication between the processes handling the devices. The allocation of processes to processors follows naturally in this hardware configuration.

![Figure 5: The maximal hardware configuration.](image-url)
In the previous section we have already made the assumption that a schedule for each process is strictly periodic. The message delays used in the formulae presented there, included the time for the receiving blocks to be dispatched. We will search for a schedule where these times are minimal: blocks that handle an incoming message can be dispatched as soon as a message has arrived at the processor. Under this assumption, all message delays \( M_x \) become equal to the delay \( M \) on the channel (this delay is assumed to be the same for all channels). The only messages for which this is not possible are the high and low water messages which are not under the control of the scheduler. The worst case handling delay must be assumed here: \( M_h = M_l = M + r_w \).

The condition that the blocks receiving a message must be dispatched immediately leads to the following constraints on the period off-sets:

\[
\begin{align*}
  i_{p1} &= i_w + T w_{10} + M, \\
  i_{p2} &= i_m + T m_{10} + T m_{11} + M, \\
  i_{p3} &= i_c + T c_{1} + M, \\
  i_{p4} &= i_{p3} + T p_{30} + T p_{31} + \max(2M + T f_{10}, T p_{32}) \\
  i_f &= i_{p3} + T p_{30} + T p_{31} + M,
\end{align*}
\]

and we have to show now that choices for the parameter \( i_m, r_m, i_w, r_w, i_c, r_c, i_f \) and \( i_{p1}, i_{p2}, i_{p3} \) exist such that the scheduling blocks can be accommodated. The only problem in the maximum parallelism case is the proper interleaving of the blocks of the pump process. This requires periods \( r_m, r_w \) and \( r_c \) that are commensurate and that at worst all three branches of the pump process must be accommodated within a period \( \text{lcm}(r_m, r_w, r_c) \). In such a period we handle the methane messages first and the water messages last, because the deadlines are shortest for the former and longest for the latter. The slots for the respective blocks of \( Ppump \) are chosen contiguous, yielding the additional conditions:

\[
\begin{align*}
  3x, y \in \mathbb{N} &
  i_{p3} = i_{p2} + x \cdot \text{lcm}(r_m, r_c, r_w) + T p_{2} \\
  i_{p1} = i_{p3} + y \cdot \text{lcm}(r_m, r_c, r_w) + T p_{30} + T p_{31} + \max(2M + T f_{10}, T p_{32})
\end{align*}
\]

A schedule of this type is depicted in Figure 6.

The only remaining conditions for the described schedule to be feasible is that each of the processors can handle the blocks within their periods. This yields the following requirements:

\[
\begin{align*}
  Pm\text{ethane} &
  i_m \geq T m0 \\
  r_m \geq T m1 \\
  P\text{water} &
  i_w \geq T w0 \\
  r_w \geq \text{max}(T w1, T w2) \\
  P\text{check} &
  i_c \geq T c0 \\
  r_c \geq T c1
\end{align*}
\]
All these conditions combined must be solvable for periods and offsets. To be able to pursue a quantitative schedulability analysis we choose explicit numbers for the above mentioned durations in arbitrary units $u$. Changing this unit results in some scaling with regard to processor speed. The chosen durations are roughly proportional to the number of statements in each bead.

The channel delay is taken to be $M = 2u$.

With the times as given in the specification (in ms) and the assumed execution times in execution units $u$ the following conditions on the periods remain:

1. $7u \leq r_m \leq 30 - 12u$
2. $2u \leq r_w \leq 10000 - 11u$
3. $4u \leq r_e \leq 100 - 9u$
4. $25u \leq \text{lcd}(r_m, r_e, r_w)$

and the conditions on the offsets are:

5. $2u \leq i_m \leq 30 - 13u$
6. $u \leq i_w \leq 10,000 - 9u$
7. $i_e \leq 100 - 15u$

Typically, the lower bounds stem from the limits on the processor loads, and the upper bounds from the critical path to deadline. The offsets that are not mentioned here follow straightforwardly from the scheduling assumptions and are not subjected to additional constraints. The
off-set matching, however, results in two more equations:

\[(8) \exists x \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\} : i_c = i_m + 10u + x \cdot \text{lcd}(r_m, r_c, r_w)\]

\[(9) \exists y \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\} : i_w = i_c + 10u + y \cdot \text{lcd}(r_m, r_c, r_w)\]

It is best to take common divider of the periods, as well as the periods themselves as large as possible, thus \(r_m = \text{lcd}(r_m, r_c, r_w)\). From the constraints (1) and (4) we can compute the bound on the processor speed to make the described schedule feasible: \(u \leq 30/37ms\). The other equations can also be solved for these values of \(u\).

### 11.5 Off-line scheduling and minimum parallelism

In this case all processes are mapped on a single processor. Logical channels will require no physical communication channels and we assume that message passing costs no time \((M = 0)\). Again we will construct a strictly periodic schedule. Since all blocks must be allocated to the single processor some tighter condition on the processor speed is expected. The schedule will be a merge of the maximum parallelism situation where we will complete all blocks of a transaction before another transaction is carried out. Thus starting times will be:

- the block sequence \(m0, c0, f0, p0, w0\) at \(t = 0\);
- the sequence \(m1, p2\) at \(t = i_m + x \cdot r_m\) with \(x \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\}\);
- the sequence \(c1, p3, f1, p4\) at \(t = i_c + x \cdot r_c\) with \(x \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\}\);
- and the sequence \(w1, p1\) or \(w2, p1\) at \(t = i_w + x \cdot r_w\) with \(x \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\}\).

The conditions on the off-sets and periods are now:

1. \(r_m \leq 30 - 11u\)
2. \(r_w \leq 10000 - 10u\)
3. \(r_c \leq 100 - 9u\)
4. \(36u \leq \text{lcd}(r_m, r_c, r_w)\)
5. \(10u \leq i_m \leq 30 - 12u\)
6. \(i_w \leq 10,000 - 8u\)
7. \(i_c \leq 100 - 13u\)

Again, the lower bounds stem from the limits on the processor capacity, and the upper bounds from the critical path to deadline. The off-set matching results in following equations:

\[(8) \exists x \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\} : i_c = i_m + 13u + x \cdot \text{lcd}(r_m, r_c, r_w)\]

\[(9) \exists y \in \mathbb{N} \cup \{0\} : i_w = i_c + 14u + y \cdot \text{lcd}(r_m, r_c, r_w)\]

Again, the bound on \(u\) follows from equations (1) and (4), \(u \leq 30/47ms\), and for these values the schedule is feasible.

### 12 On-line preemptive priority scheduling

In this case we employ a model similar to [7] in which processes are given an attribute periodic or sporadic and shared objects are present on which transactions are carried out. Since our programming model is simpler and does not contain the concept of objects we will introduce in addition to periodic and sporadic processes a third process class, shared, that has a very similar role as the shared objects in [7]. The execution of processes in this model goes as follows.

Periodic processes are each given a period. This period must be inferred from timing requirements. The periodic processes are timer triggered and released at the beginning of each period.
They are suspended after initialization and subsequently after each execution of the body of their while true do loop.

Sporadic and shared processes are message triggered, they become ready to run as soon as a message arrives. They are suspended when they attempt to receive a message from an empty buffer. The difference between sporadic and shared processes is that (usually) shared processes receive messages from several channels, originating from more than one process. Sporadic processes typically receive messages from a single channel originating from the environment. Sporadic and shared processes are treated differently in the schedulability analysis.

Periodic and sporadic processes have a number of attributes that have to be assigned during system generation: a priority $P$, a deadline $D$ and a period $T$. Shared processes handle the message from the highest priority sender first, and they run at the priority of the highest priority sender that has a buffered or executing message. This mechanism is called priority inheritance and solves problems with priority inversion. Because a shared process must finish handling a message before a next message can be accepted, the progress of high priority processes can be blocked temporarily by the handling of a message from a lower priority process. To limit the blocking time to the minimum, the shared process runs at the priority of the mentioned highest priority sender.

To enable a schedulability analysis, worst-case execution times must be computed for the periodic and sporadic processes. For shared processes a separate worst-case execution time must be computed for the handling of messages out of each incoming channel.

The following table gives the attribute assignment for the mine-pump processes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>process</th>
<th>type</th>
<th>$T_i$</th>
<th>$D_i$</th>
<th>worst-case execution times</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$P_{methane}$</td>
<td>periodic</td>
<td>$T_m$</td>
<td>$dc - T_m$</td>
<td>$C_{methane}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{check}$</td>
<td>periodic</td>
<td>$T_c$</td>
<td>$df - T_c$</td>
<td>$C_{check}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{water}$</td>
<td>sporadic</td>
<td>$dlh$</td>
<td>$\min(dlh, dl)$</td>
<td>$P_{water}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{pump}$</td>
<td>shared</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C_{pump, check}$, $C_{pump, water}$, $C_{pump, methane}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{flow}$</td>
<td>shared</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the critical path analysis it follows that the specified deadline for response to a critical condition that must be met by a periodic processes (e.g. $df$ for $P_{check}$) corresponds to the execution of a period after a measurement plus the response time after the next measurement. Thus, after each release only the deadline minus period, as indicated in the table, remains in the present model. The notation for the relevant worst case execution times are also indicated in the table. These entities must be computed using detailed knowledge of the platform. The execution times for the periodic and sporadic processes include the execution of a complete transaction that is initiated by these processes, so they include the invocation of the corresponding pump action. The indicated executions durations for message handling in the shared processes are required for computing the blocking-time for other transaction on the shared resource managed by them. Although, both the processes $P_{pump}$ and $P_{flow}$ are shared processes, $P_{flow}$ only handles messages on behalf of $P_{pump}$, and for all schedulability considerations message handling time of $P_{flow}$ can be incorporated into $P_{pump}$.

To analyze schedulability, the following recursion relation can be derived for the relevant response times along the lines of [7] (taking into account that $P_{pump}$ is effectively the only shared process):

$$R_{i}^{n+1} = C_i + \sum_{j \in hp(i)} \left[ \frac{R_{j}^n}{T_j} \right] C_j + \max_{j \in lp(i)} C_{pump,j}$$

Here, the process-label $i$ only runs over the periodic and sporadic processes:

$$i \in \{ methane, check, water \}$$

and the sets $hp(i)$ and $lp(i)$ are the processes with a higher or lower priority than process $i$, respectively. If the recursion relation has a fixed point $R_{i}^{n+1} = R_{i}^n$ for some $n$, then the response time of process $i$ is given by $R_i = R_i^n$. This response time must be smaller than the deadline $D_i$. 
for that process. This formula is only valid if the deadline for each process does not exceed the period.

To illustrate the use of this schedulability formula, we consider the numerical example. With a rate-monotonic priority assignment and worst-case execution times as given in section 11, we get the following relevant values to be plugged into this formula:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( C_i )</th>
<th>( C_{Pump,i} )</th>
<th>( D_i )</th>
<th>( T_i )</th>
<th>( P_i )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methane</td>
<td>13u</td>
<td>6u</td>
<td>30 - ( T_m )</td>
<td>( T_m )</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Check</td>
<td>14u</td>
<td>12u</td>
<td>100 - ( T_c )</td>
<td>( T_c )</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>9u</td>
<td>7u</td>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>100,000</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Because Methane has the highest priority the equation for \( R_m \) can directly be solved:

\[ R_m = 25u, \ T_m = 30 \text{ msec} - 25u \geq 25u \]

Taking the largest possible value of \( u = 0.6 \text{ msec} \) and the largest possible value for \( T_m \) and \( T_c \), the result of the analysis is:

\[ R_m = 15 \text{ msec}, \ T_m = 15 \text{ msec}, \]

\[ R_c = 28.2 \text{ msec}, \ T_c = 71.8 \text{ msec} \]

\[ R_w = 29.4 \text{ msec} \]

This satisfies the deadlines as given in the table. With the present approximation the system is guaranteed schedulable for \( u \leq 0.6 \), but cannot be guaranteed if \( u \) is higher.

Note that this bound on \( u \) is slightly worse than the one found for the off-line scheduling on one processor. However, in the present analysis we have made some more conservative estimations on the location of measurements and responses in the program. Also some worst-case assumptions on possible blocking due to \( P_{pump} \) were made here. In the off-line scheduling approach such blocking can be avoided.

13 Discussion

13.1 Satisfying "good programming" requirements

In chapter 4 we have listed the "good programming" requirements that have to be satisfied by programming languages as published by Gligor and Luckenbaugh [10]. We will now discuss some of the typical features of our approach in the light of these requirements.

The language extension we have proposed includes only a small number of new primitives which provide expressiveness through the numerous ways they can be combined. However, the type of timing constraints that can be formulated is restricted by carefully chosen syntactical rules. For example, only events (execution instances of primitive statements) that are "causally connected" can have an explicit timing relation. (By "causally connected" we mean here the transitive closure of the sequential precedence of statement-executions and the message-send/receive relation.) Timing annotations do not introduce new causal precedences. This separation of timing and synchronization primitives is an intentional language design choice inspired by the orthogonality and "separation of concerns" requirements of [10].

1. Orthogonality: concurrent programming languages already contain primitives for synchronization. Duplication of functionality should be avoided.

2. Separation of concerns: synchronization and timing are treated as completely separate issues (synchronization must also be offered in languages without timing constraints). Primitives should not combine such independent aspects.

But is also introduced because of analyzability.
3. Analyzability: a timing constraints can be verified (statically or dynamically) by considering
time bounds (upper and/or lower) on sequences of causally related actions. Whether the
constraints are realized by employing synchronized clocks or by enforcing upper and lower
bounds on actions connecting the events, either statically or dynamically, is unimportant at
the language level. It is a system implementation issue.

In this paper we have demonstrated that the timing primitives can be formally defined and have
a simple semantics, two other important requirements mentioned by [10]. More importantly, we
have demonstrated how these formal definitions can be employed to prove correctness of programs.

13.2 Abstraction and refinement

Another requirement on approaches to real-time programming that we mentioned in sections 2
and 3, is support for abstraction and refinement of timing behavior. Our approach supports event
abstraction. Event abstraction is extensively discussed in the context of distributed systems,
particularly in distributed debugging. Many publications are available on the subject. For an
interesting overview and references see [17]. With our present approach we have attempted to make
an explicit connection between this field and real-time programming. However, in contrast with
most work on timed events in distributed systems, where only logical time stamps are considered
[18] that indicate the order of events, we attach real-time values to, possibly abstract, events. We
will henceforth speak of timed-event abstraction. Although it is already present in our language,
the scope and power of this form of abstraction becomes more manifest when procedures are
introduced in our simple language.

We illustrate this with the following example. Our language contains an instruction to read
form a device register, \( \text{in}(d, x) \). The purpose of such a read-instruction is to obtain information on
the state of the environment. In our mine-pump example we have made the simplifying assumption
that when a device register is read, the value obtained corresponds to that state at the execution
moment of the instruction. This is too simple a view: in practice a value can only be obtained
after the device has received notice that a measurement must be taken. Also, data will not
be immediately available but some time is required by the device to collect and supply a value.
Instead of performing a simple read action on a register, we sketch the following, more appropriate
procedure that supplies both a value and a time, \( t \), at which this value holds. For
this, we introduce timing parameters that may be supplied with a procedure. These parameters are similar to the
timing parameters attached to the asynchronous messages.

```plaintext
//dev = \{ d1, d2 \}
//const = \{ indicate, epsilon, delta, scale, offset \}

procedure read_device(var x, [?t])
begin
  out(d1, indicate) [?t1];
  in(d2, x) [>t1+delta \ ; \ t:=t1+epsilon];
  x := x*scale + offset
end
```

A request to collect a value must be written to the device in register \( d1 \). The device requires at
least some time \( delta \) to obtain a value and make it available in register \( d2 \). The value supplied is
actually taken from the environment at time \( epsilon \) after the request was indicated to the device.
Both the value and this time, \( t = t1 + epsilon \), are returned to the caller. We assume that \( epsilon \)
and \( delta \) are constants that are characteristic for the device, and \( 0 < epsilon < delta \). Note that
this procedure can transparently replace our naive time-annotated read action (where a single
register, \( d \), is sufficient).

\( \text{in}(d, x) [?t] \);
Note, that all the device particulars are contained in this procedure (information hiding) and that platform dependent execution durations of statements are irrelevant in formulating this procedure. In our approach, abstraction amounts to hiding the detailed timing of a set of events to obtain a single, timed, abstract event. Procedures like the one above provide control over, or allow inspection of, execution moments of relevant (possibly abstract) events. The timing abstraction provided by the procedure in the example is similar to the assumed functional abstraction: the time of the moment of inspection of the environment as well as the obtained value require some device dependent adjustment to make them adhere to the abstraction level of the caller.

Also note, that in the example it is not useful to consider the start time and/or end time of the procedure \texttt{read_device}. They would only provide bounds on the moment of occurrence of the actually interesting event, and the strictness of these bounds depend on the execution speed of the platform as well as possible preemption of the procedure's execution.

The approach of refining abstract events contrasts with abstraction from execution durations often used in the literature. Consider the following procedure.

\begin{verbatim}
procedure f
begin
  g; h;
end
\end{verbatim}

Here the execution duration of \( f \) is (larger than) the sum of the execution duration of \( g \) and \( h \). In that sense, \( f \) abstract from the details of the duration of \( g \) and \( h \) separately. Event abstraction is more useful at the programming stage than duration abstraction for the following reasons.

- It is often not necessary and even undesirable to consider and formulate constraints on all execution durations of sub-procedures separately.
- If a procedure is used that contains no timed events, e.g. a procedure that implements a standard non-real-time algorithm, it can be incorporated as-is: no timing constructs need to be added.

### 13.3 The nature of timing parameters

Timing annotations and the timing parameters contained therein are programming concepts. They need not be present in the generated executable code. They are introduced to express the allowed executions of a program for as far as it concerns timing. The allowed execution trace that is ultimately selected by the platform and details of the selection procedure are not a concern of the programmer. It is therefore possible that timing parameters are not used or exchanged by processes at run-time. Instead, e.g. scheduling directives (priorities) may be used. Consider the mine pump example: statically it is verified that the timing constraints are satisfied and no explicit reference to them is required during run-time (no timing values need to be passed with the messages). This was true in the on-line as well as off-line scheduling case that we presented.

### 14 Comparison with other approaches

There are a number of survey papers on languages that can be applied to development of real-time systems \cite{8, 11, 12}. From these studies Ada appears as the better languages for real-time programming. RT-Euclid is also a notable language. We will confine our comparison to these latter two languages and a couple of recent proposals that were not considered in the mentioned surveys.

In the next couple of subsections we briefly describe the features with regard to timing of Ada \cite{1, 4}, RT-Euclid \cite{16}, and the object oriented languages DROL \cite{23}, RTC++ \cite{15}, FLEX \cite{20} and Sina (with real-time extensions) \cite{3, 5}. After that we discuss the major differences with our approach.
14.1 ADA

The Ada language [4] was developed to supply the US Department of Defense with a programming language for embedded applications. Presently DoD contractors are required to use Ada. It has become an international (ISO and ANSI) standard and is widely used for the implementation of real-time software. Numerous changes have been incorporated in the language's current version Ada 95 [1].

The language supports modular concurrent programming through constructs like subprograms, packages and tasks. Packages and subprograms constitute reusable components with well defined interfaces. Concurrency is provided by tasks. Various synchronization and communication primitives are offered, like rendezvous, semaphores and shared variables. The introduction of a limited form of inheritance and dynamic binding in Ada 95 enable an object-oriented programming style. The real-time-systems annex contains mechanisms for dealing with priority inversion, for selecting scheduling policies, for task abortion, for dynamic priorities, and the like. Ada 95 also supports distribution.

We are mainly interested in how Ada deals with timing requirements. There are essentially three features in this regard:

- Facilities to define and manipulate task priorities
- A proper (since Ada 95) delay statement that can be used to release tasks at desired instances.
- A timed-entry-call with which a statement block can be abandoned after a certain time has expired.

The timed-entry-call is a method to decide on flow of execution on the basis of the amount of time that has expired. It appears that Ada does not provide means for explicitly specifying deadlines. Only release-times can be expressed using the delay statement. Process priorities are offered, but are indirect means for realizing deadlines. They are in some situations sufficient to give timeliness guarantees [7], but the timeliness requirements have to be recorded and maintained separately from the program. We have already mentioned the context dependence and the resulting reduced reusability of program components with hard-coded priorities.

Ada could be considerably improved if primitives were offered for specifying timing constraints and language implementation mechanisms were provided to (1) detect such constraints and (2) direct effort to realizing them.

Because of its intended wide applicability, Ada must offer sufficient flexibility to programmers. This resulted in a high number of primitives. Therefore, a formal definition of the language would be exceedingly difficult to generate and probably useless in any practical application.

The reader may be interested to compare the minepump problem as implemented in Ada 95 [7] with the solution presented in this paper. We observe the following features of this implementation that contrast with our version.

- Strictly periodic release-times for the periodic processes are specified in the Ada 95 program. This requires additional design choices, e.g. the constraint on the interval between successive measurements of the methane level must be divided into a period and a deadline. When this period is made smaller, the system load is increased, when it is made larger the available time to the deadline is tighter and the number of platforms that can execute the program is reduced. Thus, the programmer is enticed to take platform properties into consideration. In our approach such decisions are moved to the system generation phase and the program is kept more general.
- Although in the Ada 95 program actions are specified when certain deadlines are expired, the deadlines themselves are not syntactically recognizable. Timing variables are normal program variables and there are no syntactic restrictions on their use.
- The Ada tasks contain hard coded priorities and are therefore context dependent.
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- Important deadlines have to be recorded outside the program for later use in the schedulability analysis. The authors provide a table.

The observed properties hamper reusability of components and reduce the number of execution platforms that can be used. It is interesting to note that timing parameters (as regular parameters of procedures) are used in the Ada program and the previously mentioned event abstraction is employed to a certain extent.

14.2 Real-Time Euclid

Real-time Euclid [16] is a language derived from Pascal. It supports modularity and concurrency, but it does not support distribution. The authors address through their work on RT-Euclid issues on real-time and reliability and they do this in a very straightforward and coherent manner. The language is intended for the hard-real-time domain where it is necessary to provide timeliness guarantees at all costs and provide a high degree of reliability. In that light, language features are offered to (1) address hard-real-time requirements and (2) address reliability issues. The most important features falling in the first category are:

- Timing constraints. Frames are attached to processes. A frame is an activation window available for executing the process. Time constraints can be specified as attributes of such frames.

- Language restrictions to guarantee termination of all statements and to limit resource usage. In particular, there is no dynamic process creation, there are no dynamic data structures, there is no recursion, and iterations and synchronizations are time bound.

- Program structure to enable schedulability analysis. In particular, there is an initialization section to each module, which is executed before (often cyclic) execution of processes defined in the module, starts.

A feature in the second category is:

- Exception handling.

Although RT Euclid seems simple enough to provide a formal definition of language primitives we have not been able to find it in the literature.

We like to mention that it is not necessary to address limitations on execution time and resource usage by introducing language primitives. Programs in Real-Time Euclid are guaranteed not to exceed certain time bounds but this may be at the expense of functional correctness. E.g., a repetition that is abandoned too early because the limit on the number of iterations has been exceeded may yield an unpredictable and undesired result. Program correctness requires both functional correctness and timeliness. It must be established that a repetition yields an acceptable result and that it terminates timely. Therefore, an explicit bound on the number of iterations through a repetitions should only indicate before when the repetition is guaranteed to arrive at the correct result, and it should have no implications at run-time. The only reason to have the programmer specify it is that such information is usually hard to deduce at compile time but is required to perform the timing analysis.

14.3 DROL

DROL [23] is a programming language for distributed object-oriented real-time systems with a run-time system that is implemented on the ARTS kernel. It obtains the facilities to implement a distributed system from this kernel. There are a couple of problems in the realm of real-time object-oriented computing which the authors want to specifically address in their work:

- Flexibility: The authors aim at the implementation of systems that can handle highly dynamical environments.
• Proper handling of exceptions: They particularly emphasize the necessity to check for timing failures at both the client as well as the server side. This is required in case communication is not reliable or not time-bounded.

• Specification of timing requirements: They argue that it is not possible to encapsulate timing information in a single object because in a distributed environment timing constraints must be met through the combined effort of objects at different sites.

The DRO programming model is an extension of C++. The extensions are in the areas of distribution and concurrency, concurrency control, real-time and exception handling.

In addition to C++ objects, DRObjects are introduced which are large grained objects that can be distributed. DRObjects consist of one base object, that implements the functional behavior and two meta-level objects that govern the communication and synchronization between DRObjects. An object’s public member functions can be called by other objects. In addition, it is possible to define "active" member functions which are periodically invoked automatically. A DRObject does not handle more than one invocation concurrently. The communication protocol can be shaped by the programmer to his needs using the two meta-level objects, e.g. by specifying synchronous, and asynchronous invocation handling, reliable communication, handling of timing exceptions and commitment or abortion of transactions at the meta-level.

There are various constructs that have been introduced to enable specification of timing properties of the DRObjects. e.g., active members can be given a period and deadline, member functions of DRObjects can be given a worst-case execution time within which an invocation is likely to finish without raising exceptions and clients may specify the available time for an operation. Summarizing, the following types of timing constraints are offered:

• duration constraints on object invocations,
• periods and deadlines of active members,
• the definition of timing exceptions through timeout specification and
• time-polymorphism.

Time polymorphism is a feature that allows the definition of alternative degrees of service with different worst-case time consumption and a dynamic selection of this degree based on the available time.

DROL is based on the principle of best effort and least suffering. Timing constraints are not guaranteed. The mechanisms that are employed to achieve as best a timing behavior as possible are twofold.

• Scheduling and time polymorphism. Each object invocation is dynamically scheduled and dynamically bound to the implementation that will best meet the available time as provided by the client. (These mechanisms achieve what the authors call "best effort").

• Handling of timing failures. It can be specified how timing exceptions should be handled. Thus, propagation of timing failures through the system can be avoided. (This achieves what the authors call "least suffering").

The DRO Language is rather complex. A formal definition of the semantics is likely very hard to provide. However, according to the authors DROL is very well suited to deal with very dynamic systems. It is flexible with regard to synchronization and exception handling. However, the "best effort" approach can not result in guarantees on timing behavior. Composability and abstraction of timing behavior of DROObjects is not explicitly addressed.
14.4 RTC++

RTC++ [15] is also implemented on the ARTS kernel. The ARTS/RTC++ platform is an environment for the development of distributed object-oriented real-time systems. It differs from the DROL language in that it focuses almost exclusively on the issues that are directly addressed by the kernel. It has a lesser complexity and abstraction level than DROL. (e.g. distribution and the problems related to reliability and timing are not addressed by the authors.) The ARTS object model and issues dealt with by this kernel are reflected in the language and its primitives.

The ARTS kernel provides a multi-threaded object model (intra-object concurrency), enables remote object invocations with timing constraints and offers mechanisms to deal with the problem of priority inversion. Object-invocations are only synchronous (client waits for completion). Invocations to an object can be given priorities to influence the order in which they are handled. The timing constraints on invocations are managed through the so-called "time-fence" protocol. In RTC++ some linguistic handles to these kernel facilities are offered. The ARTS kernel schedules an application on-line (no off-line scheduling) and uses rate-monotonic scheduling for HRT threads. The RTC++ program must be analyzed on its schedulability and is designed to suit this approach. This emphasis on schedulability analysis explains the relative importance that is given to priority inversion in the ARTS/RTC++ literature.

As the name suggests RTC++ is a real-time extension of C++. Typically, a distinction between real-time objects and normal C++ objects is made. The real-time objects are active and are mapped on light-weight concurrent ARTS run-time objects. These ARTS objects are the units of distribution. Real-time objects may have timing constraints and the object activities may be given priorities. We can distinguish the following principle real-time features in the language:

- Real-time objects with master (periodic) and slave (call handling) threads. Slave threads inherit the priority from the caller.
- Constraints on periodic threads (e.g. period and deadline).
- Constraints on the duration of (member) functions.
- Timing constraint statement blocks.
- Exception handling mechanism for timing violations.

The division of some constraints into periods and deadlines for periodic threads is required when this language is used. We already commented on this in our discussion of the Ada language.

The ARTS kernel employs rate monotonic scheduling of HRT tasks and the schedulability analysis is based on this scheduling regime. In this way it is possible to guarantee timeliness for certain applications.

14.5 FLEX

FLEX [20] is a real-time language developed in the Concord project at the University of Illinois. It focuses on programming of systems that can operate in very dynamic environments. In this sense it aims at similar applications as the DROL language. It is derived from C++ and obtains object-oriented features from this language. FLEX does not have primitives for distribution or parallel programming. Hence the only additions to the C++ language pertain to timeliness. In order to express timing constraints and satisfy them as best as possible a number of primitives and mechanisms are offered in FLEX:

- constrained blocks,
- imprecise computation,
- performance (time) polymorphism.
Imprecise computation and performance polymorphism are techniques to exchange precision or resource usage for time. These techniques are also encountered in other approaches and are not interesting in the present context. We will not further discuss them.

Timing and resource constraints can be formulated in FLEX using a constrained block construct. This language construct enables the definition of constraints on a block of statements together with an exception handler that is invoked when, at run-time, the constraint is not satisfied. Various attributes of such blocks can be employed to formulate the constraints: start, finish, duration, periods and priority. Attributes of other blocks can be used in the formulation of a constraint imposed on a particular block. There are two possible ways to successfully execute a constrained block: by satisfying the constraint or by calling the exception handler. This leads to ambiguities on semantics which the authors identify: when a constraint is not satisfied either an exception handler can be called or the execution can be suspended until the constraint becomes satisfied. However, this ambiguity is solved in a rather confusing manner by letting this choice depend on subtle differences in notation. We are not aware of any formal definition of the constraint block.

Although the authors state that there are no provisions for concurrency in FLEX, they provide a couple of examples that only make sense in a concurrent system. We see, however, two major problems with the proposal when concurrency is used. (1) It is not clear what the scope rules for block attributes are or should be. (2) There may be several invocation instances of a block, each with different values for the attributes. The block label is not sufficient to distinguish between such instances and constraints may be ambiguous.

14.6 Sina

Sina [2] is an object oriented, concurrent programming language, suitable for distribution. Object are essentially abstract data types that hide implementation. With the use of so called composition filters typical object oriented mechanisms like inheritance and delegation are realized. Sina offers both inter- as well as intra-object concurrency. Inter-object messages are either directly handled or queued in a, conceptually infinite, message queue of the receiving object. The order and way in which messages are handled is expressed in the filter construct. Real-time filters for Sina are introduced in [3, 5], they are used to express timing constraints on invocation (message) acceptance and completion. Filters incorporate the following features for timing purposes.

- Timing constraints can be attached to messages. For every message an earliest start time can be specified, a deadline, after which it should not be serviced, and a period. Such times can be specified absolutely, or relative to the moment the message passes the first filter. (There is a sequence of filters that a message must pass before acceptance.)
- Real-time filters can manipulate message constraints. In particular, new constraints may be added to the ones already specified in the message.
- Filters can specify policies for dispatching queued messages. Messages are scheduled according to the applicable constraints.
- Timed-out messages can be removed from the queue. In hard-real-time systems it often does not make sense to execute a message for which the execution deadline has expired.

In addition to real-time filters it is possible to specify so called time frames for the execution of (periodic) tasks. Sina is the only language for which we have found a formally defined semantics.

14.7 Comparison

A distinction can be made between real-time systems that must cope with very dynamic environments, where in general no guarantee can be given that timing requirements are satisfied in all circumstances, and systems that operate in environments that are predictable enough to be able to analyze all possible behaviors and provide timeliness guarantees. Although we believe that a
real-time programming language should in principle not be tailored to the application domain in this sense, it is customary to make the distinction at the present. DROL, FLEX and Sina focus on very dynamic systems. Real-time Euclid and RTC++ on predictable, provably correct systems. Ada has been applied to both regimes. All the languages contain features that are valuable in the intended application domain.

We note the following differences between our approach and the ones mentioned above.

1. Timing constraints are not attached to program blocks.
   All languages that we considered, except for Ada which does not support constraints, formulate timing constraints using either constrained blocks, or constrained method/procedure calls or both. Constraints on procedures are usually on start and end times and very similar to the block constraints. An advantage is, that constraints formulated in this way can be easily translated into scheduling directives for the block(s) of statements they are attached to. It also has the advantage that timing violations during execution of a block can be handled by a specified exception handler. (No language, however, provides desired features such as atomicity of constrained blocks under timing failures.) We have intentionally departed from formulating timing constraints (like durations, deadlines and earliest start times) on blocks because they do not directly pertain to state transitions brought about by the computation. In fact, block constraints specify restrictions on processor allocations, which only provide bounds on the relevant state transitions. The accuracy of such bounds depend on typical implementation issues like on whether such blocks are preemptable or not. When execution moments of primitive statements are used, one can specify constraints on any state transition effectuated by the program in an accurate and simple way. Also, block attributes and constraints on them have no direct relation with externally observable events. A system specification most often refers to such events. In our approach there is a direct relation between the control requirements (expressing external conditions) and the annotations. Considering execution moments of statements combines well with event abstraction.

2. Explicit scope rules for timing parameters.
   Often, constraints need to be specified on blocks that are not in each others scope. Also previous execution instances off blocks must sometimes be considered. Scope rules and parameter passing mechanisms must be specified for block attributes. Whether or not such rules and mechanisms are at all present in the considered languages is not made sufficiently clear in the respective publications. Also over-specifications are introduced in the provided examples that makes the absence of scope rules less urgent (e.g. splitting a single constraint on the response of a periodic process in a period and a deadline within the period.

3. Restricted syntax of timing-constraint expressions.
   In particular we have no data dependencies of timing variables. None of the other methods contains syntactic restrictions that disable data dependent constraints. Such constraints are most often impossible to verify without very detailed knowledge of the environment.

4. Formulation of timing requirements in an end-to-end fashion.
   Usually timing requirements pertain to the control of observable events. In our approach such timing constraints can be formulated without constraining unnecessarily sub-actions carried out by the thread of execution connecting the events. Event abstraction is essential for this. Although in other approaches event abstraction can probably also be used, we have not found any systematic application of the principle.

5. Formal definition of timing constructs.
   Hardly any of the investigated papers provided a formal or very precise description of syntax and semantics. This makes it very difficult to understand the full extent and implications of the various approaches.
14.8 The combination of real time with object orientation

With their work the authors of Sina advocate composition filters as a solution to the well known concurrency anomalies \cite{21} in concurrent object-oriented languages. They also claim that some inheritance anomalies exist with regard to timing specification that are resolved using real-time filters \cite{3, 5}. The real-time anomalies result in a reduced reusability of code of classes under inheritance. They claim that the specification of timing restrictions of classes result in a need to redefine unnecessarily many methods of a superclass, or that the change of the method of a class results in the need to redefine many methods of super- as well as subclasses. They indicate the following causes for real-time inheritance anomalies:

- the definition of real-time constraints in method bodies,
- the specification of timing constraints that cannot be inherited separately from other features of a class,
- the inability to formulate a constraint that pertains to all (or many) methods of a class.

We believe that such real-time anomalies are absent, or at least not problematic, if timed-event abstraction is used. This is mainly so because only those parts of a constraint need to be specified in a method that are characteristic for the abstract event as offered by the object. Superclasses can offer control over (abstract) events that are not affected by added functionality in sub-classes. Also refraining from over-specification of timing behavior helps to avoid the anomalies.

In \cite{22} an object-oriented programming model is introduced in which timing constraints between invocations of an object or group of objects can be specified by the programmer in separate entities, called synchronizers. It was deemed necessary to separate timing and synchronization constraints from the functional part of a program to obtain flexibility and composability. We have attempted to show that when event abstraction is employed, timing constraints can be formulated without any reduction in composability compared to non-timed programs: a server provides abstraction of and control over one, or several, execution event(s) and the caller determines the constraints on the event(s) if he requires any. This provides maximum flexibility and context independence. In our opinion timing and synchronization must be treated as separate issues.

15 Conclusion

We have described an extension for programming languages for including timing constraints. The introduced syntax was just a vehicle to illustrate the approach and details of the syntax and semantics are not essential. They may still depend on the particular application domain for which a real-time language is employed, e.g. hard/soft-real-time systems, dynamic/predictable environments. We believe, however, that the following properties are essential for any successful approach to real-time programming.

- Formal techniques are essential, at least to define a real-time programming paradigm. Many current proposals are difficult to understand and apply because a formal semantics of new constructs is not provided.
- A strict separation of concerns in the programming and system generation phases should be used. All platform and context dependence should be addressed during system generation. In this regard, the only difference with non-real-time programming is, that the system generator may decide that there is no implementation of the program on the specified platform.
- Real-time programs can and should be designed and verified independently of an execution platform.
- The proper way of dealing with abstraction and refinement of timing behavior in real-time programs is, what we called timed-event abstraction.
Over-specification of timing behavior should be avoided. It is usually done on the basis of platform considerations.
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A Proof of the water-level control program

In this appendix we prove that the program from section 5.3 satisfies the specification provided there. We repeat the program using \( m_i \) for execution moments in the program, to avoid confusion with timing variables in the specification:

\[
\begin{align*}
P : & \quad [m := 0]; \\
& \textbf{while true do} \quad [m := m]; \\
& \quad \text{in(water, } x) [m \lt m + d]; \\
& \quad \text{if high } < x \text{ then out(pump, on)} [m, l]; \\
& \quad \text{else if } x < \text{ low then out(pump, off)} [m, l]; \\
& \textbf{od}
\end{align*}
\]

By symmetry, only \( CC_1, CC'_2, \) and \( CC'_3 \) are proven, assuming the proof of \( CC'_4 \) and \( CC'_5 \) proceeds similarly.

A.1 Prove of \( CC_1 \)

To prove \( CC_1 \), that is,

\[ \forall t \exists t_1, t_2 : t_1 < t \leq t_2 < t + d \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2) \]

where

\[ \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2) \leftrightarrow t_1 < t_2 < t + d \land \text{read(water)} \text{ at } t_2 \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (t_1, t_2) \]

Define

\[ CC_1(t) \equiv \exists t_1, t_2 : t_1 < t \leq t_2 < t + d \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2) \]

The procedure followed will entail a prove for \( CC_1(t) \) for unbound increasing values of \( t \). Starting with \( \forall t < 0 : CC_1(t) \) which is satisfied trivially because the domain of \( t \) are is formed by the non-negative reals, we arrive at \( \forall t : CC_1(t) \) which is equivalent to \( CC_1 \).

We assume initially \( em = 0 \), representing the assumption that nothing is executed before this program. The proof is based on the invariant

\[ I_1 \equiv \text{term} \land m_1 \leq em \leq m_1 + d \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_1, em) \land \forall t < m_1 : CC_1(t) \]

and the auxiliary assertions

\[ A_1 \equiv \text{term} \land m_2 \leq em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \land \forall t < m_2 : CC_1(t) \]

\[ B_1 \equiv \text{term} \land m_2 < em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \land \text{read(water)} \text{ at } em \land \forall t < m_2 : CC_1(t) \]

\[ C_1 \equiv \text{term} \land m_2 < em \land m_1 = em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \land \text{read(water)} \text{ at } m_1 \land \forall t < m_2 : CC_1(t) \]

\[ D_1 \equiv \text{term} \land m_2 < m_1 < em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \land \text{read(water)} \text{ at } m_1 \land \forall t < m_2 : CC_1(t) \]

\[ E_1 \equiv \text{term} \land m_2 < m_1 < em \land m_1 + d \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \land \text{read(water)} \text{ at } m_1 \land \forall t < m_2 : CC_1(t) \]

Motivated by the timing annotation introduction rule, the proof of \( \langle A \rangle S[A] \langle C \rangle \) is represented by the proof outline \( \langle A \rangle S[\langle B \rangle] TA \langle C \rangle \).
The above assertions are used in the following proof outline.

\[
\langle \text{term} \land em = 0 \rangle \\
[m_1 := 0] ;
\langle \text{term} \land m_1 = em = 0 \rangle \\
\text{while true} \; \text{do} \; \langle I_0 \rangle \\
\left[ m_2 := m_1 \right] ;
\langle A_1 \rangle \\
in(\text{water}, x) \; \langle B_1 \rangle \; \left[ < m_2 + d, m_1 \right] ; \langle C_1 \rangle \\
\text{if high} < x \; \text{then} \; \langle C_1 \rangle \; \text{out}(\text{pump}, \text{on}) \; \langle D_1 \rangle \; \left[ < m_2 + d \right] \; \langle E_1 \rangle \\
\text{else if} \; x < \text{low} \; \text{then} \; \langle C_1 \rangle \; \text{out}(\text{pump}, \text{off}) \; \langle D_1 \rangle \; \left[ < m_2 + d \right] \; \langle E_1 \rangle \; \text{fi} \; \text{fi} \\
\langle I_1 \rangle \\
\langle CC_1 \rangle
\]

There are two less trivial steps in this outline, namely (1) from \( E_1 \) to \( I_1 \) and (2) from \( I_1 \) to \( CC_1 \):

Step 1
We show that \( E_1 \rightarrow I_1 \). Assume \( \text{term} \land m_2 \leq m_1 < em < m_2 + d \land \neg \text{read(water)} \) during \( (m_2, em) \land \text{read(water)} \) at \( m_1 \land \forall t < m_2 : CC_1(t) \). Note that \( m_1 < em < m_2 + d \leq m_1 + d \) and that \( m_2 \leq m_1 \) leads to \( \neg \text{read(water)} \) during \( (m_1, em) \).

It remains to prove \( \forall t \in [m_2, m_1] : CC_1(t) \). Consider \( t \in [m_2, m_1] \). Let \( t_1 = m_2 \) and \( t_2 = m_1 \). Then \( t_1 \leq t \leq t_2 \leq t + d \), since \( m_2 \leq t \leq m_1 < m_2 + d \leq t + d \). We have \( m_2 < m_1 \), \( \text{read(water)} \) at \( m_1 \), and \( \neg \text{read(water)} \) during \( (m_2, m_1) \).

Since \( C_1 \rightarrow E_1 \), also \( C_1 \rightarrow I_1 \).

Step 2
The last step, the proof of \( CC_1 \), follows from the "While True" rule, since \( I_1 \land \neg \text{term} \) is equivalent to \( \text{false} \) and \( \forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 : I_1[t_2/em] \) implies \( \forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 : t_2 \leq m_1 + d \land \forall t < m_1 : CC_1(t) \).

We show that this leads to \( \forall t_0 : CC_1(t_0) \). Consider a point of time \( t_0 \). Let \( t_1 = t_0 + d \). Then there exists \( t_2 > t_1 \) such that \( t_2 \leq m_1 + d \), and thus \( m_1 \geq t_2 - d > t_1 - d = t_0 \). i.e., \( t_0 < m_1 \) which leads to \( CC_1(t_0) \).

Finally note that \( \forall t_0 : CC_1(t_0) \) implies \( CC_1 \).

A.2 Prove of \( CC'_2 \)
Next we prove \( CC'_2 \), that is,
\[
\forall t_1, t_2 : \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, \text{high}) \rightarrow \text{set}(\text{pump}, \text{on}) \; \text{in} \; [t_2, t_1 + d].
\]

Define
\[
CC'_2(t_2) \equiv \forall t_1 : \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, \text{high}) \rightarrow \text{set}(\text{pump}, \text{on}) \; \text{in} \; [t_2, t_1 + d].
\]

Then \( CC_2 \equiv \forall t_2 : CC'_2(t_2) \). Note that \( CC'_2(t) \) holds at any point \( t \) where no read action takes place. The prove proceeds similarly to the one for \( CC_1 \). Let
\[
l_2 \equiv \text{term} \land \neg \text{read(water)} \; \text{during} \; (m_1, em) \land (m_1 = 0 \lor \text{read(water)} \; \text{at} \; m_1) \land \forall t < em : CC'_2(t)
\]
and the auxiliary assertions
\[
A_2 \equiv \text{term} \land \neg \text{read(water)} \; \text{during} \; (m_2, em) \land (m_2 = 0 \lor \text{read(water)} \; \text{at} \; m_2) \land \\
\text{read(water, high)} \; \text{at} \; em \land \forall t < em : CC'_2(t)
\]
\[
B_2 \equiv \text{term} \land \neg \text{read(water)} \; \text{during} \; (m_2, em) \land (m_2 = 0 \lor \text{read(water)} \; \text{at} \; m_2) \land \\
\text{read(water, high)} \; \text{at} \; em \land \forall t < em : CC'_2(t)
\]
\[
C_2 \equiv \text{term} \land m_1 = em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \; \text{during} \; (m_2, em) \land (m_2 = 0 \lor \text{read(water)} \; \text{at} \; m_2) \land \\
\text{read(water, high)} \; \text{at} \; em \land \forall t < em : CC'_2(t)
\]
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read(water, x) at em \land \forall t < em : CC'_2(t)

D_2 \equiv \text{term} \land m_1 < em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \land (m_2 = 0 \lor \text{read(water)} \text{ at } m_2) \land

\text{read(water, high)} \text{ at } m_1 \land \text{set(pump, on)} \text{ at } em \land 

\forall t < m_1 : CC'_2(t) \land \forall t, m_1 < t \leq em : CC'_2(t)

which are used in the following proof outline.

\langle \text{term} \land em = 0 \rangle

\langle m_1 := 0 \rangle;

\langle \text{term} \land m_1 = em = 0 \rangle

while true do \langle I_2 \rangle

\langle m_2 := m_1 \rangle;

\langle A_2 \rangle

in(water, x) \langle B_2 \rangle [ \langle C_2 \rangle]

if high < x then \langle C_2 \rangle \text{ out(pump, on) } \langle D_2 \rangle [ \langle I_2 \rangle]

else if x < low then \langle I_2 \rangle \text{ out(pump, off) } \langle I_2 \rangle [ \langle I_2 \rangle] \text{ fi fi}

\langle I_2 \rangle

\langle CC'_2 \rangle

Again there are two less trivial steps in the prove.

Step 1

D_2 \land em < m_2 + d leads to I_2.

Step 2

The last step, the proof of CC'_2, follows from the "While True" rule, since I_2 \land \neg \text{term} is equivalent to false and \forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 : I_2[t_2/em] implies \forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 \forall t < t_2 : CC'_2(t). Hence \forall t_1 : CC'_2(t_1), thus CC'_2.

A.3 Prove of CC'_3

Finally we prove CC'_3, that is,

\forall t : \text{set(pump, off)} \text{ at } t \rightarrow \exists t_1, t_2 : t \in [t_2, t_1 + d] \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, low) \land

(\neg \text{read(water)}) \text{ during } (t_2, t).

Define

CC'_3(t) \equiv \text{set(pump, off)} \text{ at } t \rightarrow \exists t_1, t_2 : t \in [t_2, t_1 + d] \land \text{readperiod}(t_1, t_2, low) \land

(\neg \text{read(water)}) \text{ during } (t_2, t).

Let

I_3 \equiv \text{term} \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_1, em) \forall t < em : CC'_3(t)

and the auxiliary assertions

A_3 \equiv \text{term} \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \forall t < em : CC'_3(t)

B_3 \equiv \text{term} \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \forall t < em : CC'_3(t)

C_3 \equiv \text{term} \land m_1 = em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \forall t < em : CC'_3(t)

D_3 \equiv \text{term} \land m_1 < em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \forall t < em : CC'_3(t)

E_3 \equiv \text{term} \land m_1 < em \land \neg \text{read(water)} \text{ during } (m_2, em) \forall t < em : CC'_3(t)
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\[ \text{set(pump, off) at } \varepsilon m \land \forall t < \varepsilon m : CC_3(t) \]

which are used in the following proof outline.

\[
\begin{align*}
&\langle \text{term} \land \varepsilon m = 0 \rangle \\
&[m_1 := 0] ; \\
&\langle \text{term} \land m_1 = \varepsilon m = 0 \rangle \\
\text{while true do} & \langle I_3 \rangle \\
&[m_2 := m_1] ; \\
&\langle A_3 \rangle \\
&\text{in(water, } x) ; \langle B_3 \rangle [ < m_2 + d, ?m_1 ] ; \langle C_3 \rangle \\
&\text{if high } < x \text{ then } \langle I_3 \rangle \text{ out(pump, on) } \langle I_3 \rangle [ < m_2 + d ] \langle I_3 \rangle \\
&\text{else if } x < \text{ low then } \langle D_3 \rangle \text{ out(pump, off) } \langle E_3 \rangle [ < m_2 + d ] \langle I_3 \rangle \\
&\text{fi fi} \\
&\langle I_3 \rangle \\
&\text{od} \\
&\langle CC_3 \rangle \\
\end{align*}
\]

The last step, the proof of \( CC'_3 \), follows from the "While True" rule, since \( I_3 \land \neg \text{term} \) is equivalent to \( false \) and \( \forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 : I_0[t_2/\varepsilon m] \) implies \( \forall t_1 \exists t_2 > t_1 \forall t < t_2 : CC_3(t) \). Thus \( \forall t_1 : CC'_3(t_1) \), that is, \( CC'_3 \).
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